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UCF fumbles in money matters
A high price at civic center
by Tim ac:-n

-

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

.Jennifer Machlel/Future

UCF home basketball games are being held at the Orange County
Civic Center thlS- semester. The civic center is located at 9800 International Drive ·in Orlando.

The basketball team playing home
games at the · Orange County Civic
Center has sparked debate as to the
validity of such a move. Many
students decry the inconvenience of
having to pay $·2 for parking and paying for a game ticket in addition to
.the $15 athletic fee already being paid
each semester. Others claim that an
attractive facility like the civic center
is needed to help establish UCF's
Division I program as a reputable
one. Regardless of opinion there are
several facts to be considered.
The first consideration is the financing required to use the civic center.

The University's contract with the
center, according to Bill Arnorld,
director of athletic business, costs the
athletic department approxii:nately
$2,500-per game. When asked about
the civic center's rates, David O'Neal
of civic cen~r said that UCF is _charged $1500 per game or 12 per<;ent of
the gate_ receipts, whichever is
greater. In addition, ]:le added, there
are staffing fees that are charged for
each game to cover the costs of security · and. other needed assistance. -At
present, UCF is not making any
money on games played at the civic
center. In fact, ,according to Arnold,
''After the last game, I still owe them
$34 (in staffing fees)."

.

SEE CIVIC, PAGE 6

University loses.moneysemester
with
low FrE
hours, while the actual figure
---------,.-.......,....- - - - - -

· by Eddie Gorak
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

During the 1983-84 fiscal year, UCF had to
revert $232,446 back to the state because the
college failed to meet the minimum Full Time
Equivalence requirements set by the Board
of Regents for all coll~ges in the state. This
year that figure could be higher.
"Full Time Equivalence means that for
UCF to receive certain funds from the state,
each undergraduate must take at least 15
semester hours and each graduate student
must take at least 12 semester hours. For the
past two years though, this provision has not
been met by the school," said Dr. LeVester
Tubbs, vice president fo;r student affairs.
For the fiscal year of 1983-84 the projected
FTE for UCF by the Board of Regents was

9,711

obtained was 8, 920 semester hours. The projected FTE for the fiscal y~ar of 1984-85 by
the Board of Regents is 9,930. According to
James Smith, university buget officer, UCF
could owe the state more money this year
than last. "A rough total figure that UCF
could lose this year is around $494,253 and
that figure could go higher," said Smith.
Tubbs feels that if th~ students could pick
classes that were convenient to them, more
FTE hours could be gained. "If we could take
our pre-registration and offer the courses at
times and according to the demands of the
students, we would then be able to increase
our FTE and decrease the ~mo~nt of dollars
being reverted back to the state," said
Tubbs.

.,
Actual
a,920 hrs

•

· Actual
Unknown

1983·84

---

UCF Lost $232,446

SEE -FTE, PAGE 6
Jeff Glick/Future

Search for new dean approaches a conclusion
/

by Jacqueline House
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

•

•
"

The national search f~r a dean for the college of
arts and sciences is nearing an end. According to
Dr. Louis Trefonas, head of the search committee,
the initial 192 applicants have been narrowed to
less than ten. If all goes well the committee will
have a dean in mind by February and he or she ~ill
actively assume the position by July 1.
The search began when Dr. Terry Fredrick announced that he would not return to this position in
December 1984. Fredrick left the position to return
to teaching and research in the department of
Physics at UCF.
The arts and sciences dean requires exceptional
administrative and humanitarian talents. According to Trefonas, ''The arts and sciences college is
the center point of the university and a new dean

.

will have to make sure that it stays so."
One of the reasons that the dean will need exceptional talents is the size of the college of arts and
sciences. The college is made up of three separate
colleges: the college of natural sciences, the college
of social sciences, ·and the college of humanities and
fine arts. The new dean will have the responsibility
of developing these colleges into a working unit.
The problems that the new d~an ,will face range
from low faculty morale to not having enough administrative people to handle the tremendous
workload. According to Dr. Guy Mattson, chairman of chemistry, "the biggest problem relates to
resources. Arts and sciences has not received an
equitable share of resources available to (the)
university." The most important part of the dean's
job will be to decide how to distribute money to
departments and programs.
In addition to his or her administrative qualities,

the new dean must be able to handle personnel
situations effectively and diplomatically. They
must have a high frustration level and a lot of patience. The person ''must understand the needs of
the faculty from a highly diverse set of disciplines.
.. ," sai<J. Dr. ·Jack Rollins, associate and interim
dean. The new dean will need to be a leader with experience and credentials in the areas of scholarly activities that the faculty can look up to. He or she
will need to be one that promotes an atmosphere of
collegiality, is highly competent in his or her area,
and.is at the professorship level.
The college of arts and sciences is a.large part of
the university especially because UCF is trying to
reach the status of a "big time" university. The
search committee will recommend three or four top
choices to President Colburn, who will then choose
the best candidate. If none of the recommendations
are to his liking, it's back to the drawing board.

•

0 SAS WANTS YOU
The. members and officers
of the Student Accounting
Society would like to invite all
interested students to join
their organization. ·
SAS interacts with professionals in the business community by ·having guest
speakers at their meetings
and sponsoring various other
events. Opportunities for
employment a:re also announced at the meetings.
SAS Will hold meetings
weekly on Tuesdays from
12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in Student
Services room 143. Anyone
having questions should call
Christa at 678-5010 or Anne
at 678-4068.
0 TOUR YUCATAN, MEX·
ICO
This spring a trip to the
Yucatan, Mexico, will be offered through the art depar~
ment at UCF. The trip, which
will take place from March 7
to March 12 will include tours
of such ancient Mayan sites
as Uxmal, Kabah, and
Chichen I tz~. The tour is open
to all interested members of
the community and will be
escorted by Margaret
Skoglund of the art department faculty.
The price of the six-day
tour, including air fare, hotels
and tours is $495. Anyone interested in joining the tour
should contact Margaret
Skoglund in the 'art depart-ment, 275-2676; or Jack or
. Lea LeDoux at Executive
Travel, 628-1566.
0 OFFICE SURPLUS SALE
There will be a closed bid
sale of surplus and salvage office machines held on Jan. 24.
Items Will be available for inspection from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. on both Jan. 23 and Jan.
24.
The items offered for sale
will include typewriters,
video monitors,_ dictating
machines, movie projectors,
calculators, VCRs (reel-type),
tape rec.orders, and other
miscellaneous items.
Information and bid forms
will be available by calling
Ken Dedering at 281-5084.
0 THE HOLOCAUST
The Judaic Studies Program at the department of
foreign languages and the International Studies Center at

UCF invite the community to
a lecture by Professor David
S. Wyman, of the University
of
Massachusetts
at
Amherst. The lecture will be
about America and the
Holocaust and will take place
on Jan. 21, at 8 p.m. in the
Engineering Auditorium here
at UCF. The lecture will be
followed by a reception.
Wyman, a historian, is the
author of the recently
published and widely acclaimed Abandonment of the Jews:
America and the Holocaust,
1941-1945 praised by literary
critics and historians as the
most thorough and best
researched document on theAmerican response to the
Holocaust.
For additional information,
call Dr. Shmuel Bolozky,
275-2476, or Dr. Joan
Johnson-Freese, 275-2608.
0 TOUR GREECE
A 16-day tour of Greece
that features a seven-day
Greek island cruise will be offered through l!CF this spring. The cost of the trip,
which includes roundtrip air
fare from Miami, land and
cruise accom~odations and
most meals, is $2,295. Tour
dates are May 30 to June 14.
For complete information
contact Dr. Tim O'Keefe, the
tour leader, at 275-2681 or
write to: Communication
Department, University of
Central Florida, O~lando, Fla.
32816.

0 ANOTHER SUCCESSFU.L
UCF GRAD
John L. Giddens who holds
a Master of Business Administration degree from the
University of Central Florida
was promoted to manager, administration of Transgulf
Pipeline Company. The promotion was announced by
Curtis G. Shamblee, Vice
President of Transgulf.
Giddens, who joined
Florida Gas Company (later
Continental Resources Company) in April 1979, was appointed project analyst of
Transgulf in May 1982.
"John's promotion to
manager is one more visible
part of the accelera~ion of the
entire Transgulf project that
will see construction start
this summer.''
·Giddens, in addition to
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managing administrative
functions for Transgulf, will
conduct or supervise preparation of analytical studies and
analyses for the company. He
will also prepare and monitor
budgets and be involved in
planning for de.veloping projects.
0 DELTA SIGMA Pl RUSH
All business students are
invited to the spring semester
rush of Delta Sigma Pi, a professional business fraternity.
Rush tables will be set up in
front of the library from 10:00
a.m. to 2 p.m. on Thursday,
Jan. 17 through Friday, Jan.
.25.
The rush party will be at
the Reflections apartment
complex clubhouse on Friday,
Jan. 25, beginning at 8 p.m.
"Meet the Chapter" will be
Monday, Jan. 28 at 6 p.m. in
the university dining room.
For more information call
Roger at 282-4082.

What parking sign?
0 LOAN FILMS FREE
Two films featuring champion college skiers are
available on free loan to cam·
pus organizations nationwide
through the offices of Karol
Media. These films--and other.
skiing films--are part of the
Miller Sports Film Library,
one of the largest collections
of sports films in the U.S.
Other sports covered in the
Miller Sports Film Library
are football, basketball, auto
racing, fishing and running.
The films are available in the
3/4" U-Matic, 1/2" VHS and
1/2" Beta II videocassette
formats as well as in 16mm
film.
For a complimentary copy
of the Miller Sports Film
Library catalog or to request
bookings, write to Karol
Media, 22 Riverview Drive,
Wayne, NJ 07470-3191 or
phone ,free at 1-800-222-0025.
Booking requests must
specify title and format and
give at least two choices of
playdate.

D FLORIDA HOSPITAL
OPENS
Inspirational lecturer Joni
Eareckson-Tada . ·and Epcot
Center's Voices of Liberty
singers
headline
the
festivities planned for the
opening
of
Florida
Hospital/Orlando's 11-story
patient tower, Sunday, Janu.
27. Opening ceremonies begin
at 2:15 p.m. on the Orlando
campus.
Florida Hospital will offer
134 new beds, criticallyneeded special care beds, as
well as serving as a replacemen t area for some 86 other
beds. This is the major

· No parking? This motorist .did not seem to agree with the·•
established rules. At UCF parking is frequently a problem ·
and students park anywhere .they can. .

..

.......................
achievement in Florida Orlando Science
~~

~~~·

Center at
Hospital's $120 million ex· 896-7151. The Science Center
pansion program.
is located in Loch . Haven
O NATIONAL ECONOMIC Park, 810 E. Rollins St. in
OUTLOOK
Orlando.
Howard K. Smith, one of 0 SALVATION ARMY CON·._
America's most distinguished CERT
broadcasters and winner of
The Salvation Army of
every important award given Orlando will p~esent a
for excellence in broad- Festival of Music on Satur- •
casting, will present a na- day, Jan. 19 at the Salvation
tional economic outlook at the Army Church, 440 W. ColGreater Orlando Chamber of onial Drive ~St. Rd. 50),.
Commerce Orange Juice Orlando. The festival will
Forum, Wednesday, Jan. 16 begin at 7:30 p.m.
at Orlando's Expo Centre.
The concert includes music~,.
The Forum, called "Perspec- by The Salvatio~ Army's
tive 85'' is open to the general . traditional Brass Band of
public as well as the Chamber Orlando, as well. as by vocal"
membership.
groups perfo~~ng conte~The Chamber anticipates a porary Christian music.
capacity cr~wd for this·forum. Guest artist wi~ be Da~d
Those attending should plan Chaulk, euphoruum soloist.~
to arrive early to be assured fr~m Atlanta, Geo~gia.
best seating. Complimentary,
Admission is free, though
sell-serve refreshments will there will be an opportunity•
be available at 7:30 a.m.; the for the public to offer finanprogram begins promptly at cial sponsorship to the
8:00.Army's music force through a.
O OBSERVE THE STARS
free-will offering.
The Orlando Science Center O CLOSING THE BARN
will be offering a four-week DOOR...
course titled "Telescopes and
The University of South•
Observing," beginning Tues- Florida's student programmday, Jan. 15. 9lasses will be ing director Steve Tinsky
held from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. adhered to an agreement•
each Tuesday through Feb. 5. made by his predecessor with
The cost is $15 for Science the campus rape awareness
Center members and $30 for center to show a rape.
non-members; enrollment is awareness film after a screenby pre-registi:ation only.
ing of the X-rated film, Bad
The workshop will begin Girls.
•
with a look at the various
Last year's OSP Mardi
types of telescopes and the Gras night was canceled after
basic principles that make the Everywoman's Center
them work. Objects to be protested and a sponsor pull-•
discussed are the moon, ed out. Members of the
planets, stars, meteors, with a Everywoman's Center said
special emphasis on Halley's the film was abusive to•
comet.
women and portrayed scenes
Registration is limited, so of of physical and sexual
reserve your place in the abuse.
compiled by Ted Young
heavens now by calling the
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Students march to honor
Martin Luther King Jr.

•

•

Jacqueline House
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The fifth annual midday observance of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. was observed at
UCF on Tuesday, the birthdate of the slain
civil rights leader.
The observance began with a march symbolic of those led by King in the sixties. The
march started at the education building and
proceeded through the administration
building and into the dormitory area until it
reached the Student Center Auditorium. As
the march progressed its participants sang
"We Shall Overcome" and encouraged
bystanders to join in. Many participants
walked arm in arm as they sang the Negro
hymn that King made famous.

•

•
•

...
•

•

1

Tim Barto/Future

UCF students marched across campus Tuesday In Observance of Martin Luther King Jr.'s blrthdate. King Is nationally
known tor his dedication as a civil rights leader. The midday
observance continued at the student center with speakers
Including Black Student Union President Arthur Lewis Ill
(above) and Joe Flores, associate pastor Of Livingston Street
Church of GOd .

When the march reached the student center
a commemorative program was presented to
an audience that filled the auditorium. Arthur Lewis III, president of the Black Stu-dent Union, presided over the ceremony. The
ceremony was a short rendition of black
history with the performance and audience
participation of ''Lift Every Voice and Sing,''
the national ·Negro anthem; and "Let My
People Go,'' a reading of commemoration to
King. There was also a duet, ''Lord Lift Us
UP.Where We Belong''.
Joe ·Flores, associate pastor of the Livingston Street Church of God, was the
speaker for the hour. The audience listened
intently to Flores. His speech did not linger
on the past, instead he spoke of the present
and of the future. "It's so rare when we can
amass this type of conglomeration of our people," he said.

- He went on to say that if King were alive in
1985 and received an invitation to speak here
at UCF, he would examine the condition and
then he would tell it like it is. That is exactly
what Flores proceeded to do. He said that he
came to talk to "my people" and to deliver a
message of "truth, hope, and salvation."
The truth, according to the speaker, is that.
the black race, although it has made many
strides, still has a long way to go. He said,
"We are lost from our homeland, our native
tongue, and from the knowledge that teaches
us who we are." The reason that he gives for
the stagnation of the civil rights movement is
that blacks have begun to think too much of
themselves. He stated as a solution to this .
problem that blacks should return to the once
very humble, caring, and compassionate people that they used to be.
Flores' speech ended with enthusiastic applause and a standing ovation. Although the
time alloted for the commemoration of King
ended at 1 p.m., the effect that King had on
America, and even on the community at
UCF, will last for years to come. As Victor
Blair, justice of the Black Student Union
said, "Dr. King was gentle by nature, had a
voice of thunder, and his words touched all of
those whom it fell upon. Dr. King had the
courage, the strength, and the will to change.
Our purpose today and tomorrow is to keep
Dr. King's dream alive. As we strive to reach
the ultimate goal of equality and freedom for
· all mankind, we can use Dr. King as an inspiration and as a symbol of what can be ac·complished. When we reach · that ultimate
goal we·can recite Dr. King's words, 'Free at
last. Free at last. Thank God almighty, I am
free at last,' and truly mean them."

..
PAID ADVERTISEMENT

•

LEGISLATIVE REPORT
Bills:
17-07 Amending the Finance Code - Adding new section 805.8 concerning
Activity and Service Fee funding requirements.
Introducer: Ch. Bill Tucker
Vote: Passed 10y, 3n
17-08 Allocating $341.60 to help support the UCF Volleyball Club.
lntroducers: Oh. Bilt Tucker, Vice-Ch. Scott Townes
Vote: Passed by acclamation

Resolutions:
17-10 Calling for the administration to adopt a policy that would allow the
Judicial Council to make rulings rather than recommendations.
Introducer: Ch. Bill Tucker
Vote: Passed by acclamation

Respectfully submitt-ed by:
The 17th Student Senate
•
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STILL RENTING?
,

.WHY NOT GRADUATE
TO HOME OWNERSHIP!
With R.C.A. Homes!

TWO EXCmNG NEIGHBORHOODS BY R.C.A. HOMES
HELP YOUR FOLKS EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!

•

•

•

.

SUSSEX P~C<E
Close to Ca.m pus and A Lot
More • • • from $48,900!
Imagine a modern townhome community just two
minutes from the UCF campus! Sussex Place is a
young, .dynamic community of two-bedroom, twobath villas with exciting amenities and features in a
class by themselves! Like lush carpeting, ·private
. patios, deluxe dishwashers, generous closet space,
and more! Now you can live the good life off campus
while he~ping your folks build homeowner's equity!

• O>Q)D
~
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N :E ~0
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Colonial Dr.
East-West E~

·ca

D
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CONDOMINIUMS

Orange County's Best Home ·
Value ••• from $42,490!
·
Get into the swim of recreational living at its best, at
del Rey! Enjoy tennis and racquetball courts, a sparkling swimming pool, and spa - the perfect amenities to help you unwind after a long day at the campus. And look at these outstanding features: spacious bedrooms with walk-in closets, private patios
and balconies, thoughtfully designed one- and twobedroom floor plans, and more! Convenient to UCF,
del Rey offers you a great lifestyle while offering your
parents all the advantages of home ownership!

,.-

•

•
•

50
East-West Exp.

*SUSSEX

PLACE

Lake Underhill Rd~ Martin
OMarietta
a>
Plant

305/281-6393

305/275·1314

Located 1/8 mile east of Alafaya Trail on HWY 50.

Located east of 436 on Curry Ford Road.

OPPORTUNITY

•

•

~
(,,)

EQUAL ltOUSlllG

•

WE WELCOME
BROKER
COOPERATION

A Division of Residential Communities of America

•
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Students fail to learn notetaking skills
by Eddie Gorak
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Beginning Jan. 29, there will be
notetaking workshops sponsored by
the Minority Student Services office.
Dr. Robert L. Belle, director for
minority student services, feels that
many students lack the important
skills necessary for taking proper
notes in college classes. "Often if a
student is doing poorly in a class, it is
not because they lack the ability-the
reason is because they can't take. the
proper notes,'' said Belle.
For the fall semester at UCF 1,316
students were put on academic proba-

tion. "We are concerned about the
students on academic probation and
the students who are having a difficult time in their classes. Often
most students in these two categories
lack a skill for doing well. That skill is
note taking," said Belle.
According to Belle, who was an
elementary, junior high school and a
high school teacher, notetaking skills
are not taught to the average student
during those years. "While· the
students are learning in these years,
many never pick up on how to take
good notes. The classes aren't taught
and many students can go right
through high school without ever
really learning this important skill,"
said Belle.
__

'

SE.L f HELP-

If the note taking workshop goes
well, Belle hopes to start more programs of a similar nature. ''We would
like to continue in the same direction
as the notetaking course with a coupie of additional skill-teaching
classes. One of these classes would
teach the ·students the finer points of
test taking. The other course , would
have to do with research papers,"
said Belle.
For each workshop there will be
about i 0 to 15 students per class and

if more students apply to get in, more
workshops will be open in the future.
Belle pointed out that even though
only three workshops have been propQ.sed so far, he hopes that the
students themselves will come up
with more suggestions. "As the
students start to come to the
workshops I'm sure more questions
will arise about other skills. If other
workshops on other skills are needed,
we will open them up to the students'
needs,'' said Belle.
The next · two notetaking
workshops will be held on Jan. 29 and
Jan. 30 in the administration
building, from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. in
room 282. For further information
contact Dr. Rob<:•rt L. Belle 275-2716.

,, Greek members win some, lose some in spring
by Linda Tracy
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

)

Spring semester has finally started. The long
lines at add-drop and the bookstore can prove that
fact. Another characteristic of the beginning of any
new semester is fraternity and sorority rush.
Along with rush the ideas of new fraternal
members, interaction between alumni and active
members and the possibility of enlargement for
smaller fraternities and sororities are just a few
positive points that spring rush offers. Mark Ricci
of Kappa Sigma fraternity said, "Spring rush is
worthwhile for a small fraternity like Kappa
Sigma. It is much easier to compete because the
larger fraternities are only projecting 60 percent
while the smaller fraternities are projecting 100
percent.''

. According to Linda Robinson, rush chairman for
Pi Beta Phi sorority, "Spring rush is good for the
sororities here on campus; it gives Delta Gamma a
fair ·shot.''
Where there are pros, there will always be cons.
Jim Combs, rush chairman of Sigma Chi fraternity
said, "The only negative factor in spring rush is
that it is not cost effective for us. It would be a
good idea to cut down to two parties for next time."
Fraternal organizations have one similar goal
that they share-to better their organization.
Along with the similarities, there are differences
that make each organization unique. Rushees, as
they are referred to, are what spring rush is all
about.' These are the students who are interested in
joining a fraternal organization. ·They attend a
number of parties sponsored by various fraternities
and sororities. Each fraternal organization has different characteristics that they are looking for in
their rush~s.

Ann Borkowski, a member of Alpha Phi Omega
service fraternity said, "We are looking for someone who wants to get involved in service." According to Combs, "We (Sigma Chi) are weeding
out the serious from the non-serious. Someone who
is a well-rounded individual and who would fit in.''
Tau Beta Sigma and Kappa Kappa Psi are
honorary fraternities that help to improve the
music program. Their members are looking for individuals who are familiar with the music program
and who are willing to work.
Spring rush is just as important as fall rush is for
these and many more organizations. The amount of
hard work and good rushing techniques that is applied for spring is equivalent to that of the fall. The
only difference is that in the spring the number of
prospects is smaller.
The numbers for spring rush may be smaller, but
according to UCF students the fun, the good times
and the quality of the rushees still exist.

DON'T TRADE
THAT CAR!

Northern Telecom
...A Rational Career Choice
The merger of computer technology and telecommunications has made
our industry THE growth field for the 80's and beyond. As a dynamic
company that deals in communications technology, we can offer a·
wealth of challenges to graduates in Engineering, Computer Science,
Marketing, Finance, Accounting, Business Administration and
Personnel. With facilities in 14 major U.S. cities, we can probably match
your desires with an area that offers the climate and amenities you want.
Since we .believe in promotion based on achievement, you can set your
own pace for advancement. We offer industry-competitive
compensation and our benefit program ranks among the best in the
industry. Talk to our recruiter during his or her next visit to your campus.
We will be happy to answer all of your questions about locations, project
assignments, and our projected growth.
.
See your placement office to schedule an interview with our division
representative from DSS/Raleigh on campus January 28.

Let the experts make your car
run like new again!

- MOTORS -TRANSMISSIONS
Repqired • Overhauled ·~ Rebuilt

AUTO·REBUILDERS

422·2222

Free Towing - Easy Credit

UCF DISCOUNT
SERVICES OPEN TO THE

For more rnformation, send a resume or a letter to:

. EVENING STUDENTS

Northern Telecom Inc.
Manager, College Relations
259 Cumberland Bend
Nashville, .TN 37228

Admissions and Records
Bookstore
Centralized Services
The Fast Break (food)
Health Center
Evening Student Services

An equal opportunity employer m/ f/h

..... and many more!

We hire talent

I"

~ nutthcun
tatacum ,

MANUFACTURING PLANTS & RESEARCH FACILITIES: Ann Arbor Ml
• Atlanta, GA • Concord, NH • Creedmoor, NC • Marlton, NJ •
'
Minnetonka, MN • Morton Grove, IL• Mountain View, CA• Nashville
TN• Raleigh, NC• Richardson, l X •San Diego, CA• Santa Clara,
West Palm Beach, FL

CA•

For further information on other EVENING SERVICES
Contact: EVENING STUDENT SERVICES
Location: Administration Building
2nd floor; Room 282
Student Affairs Suite
Telephone: 275-2821
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Cadets shower needy with holiday cheer
by Ted Young
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

cadets, gave of their time and money
to help those who needed it the most.

Here at UCF the spirit of
During the Christmas season the
Christmas was alive and well among Arnold Air Society reached out to two
local single parent families. The first
the Air Force ROTC.
family with three young girls were
The Air Force ROTC Cadet Corps given three new bicycles. The second
and the Arnold Air Society, a private family with seven children ranging
professional honorary service form age three to seventeen received
organization of Air Force ROTC a $100 donation.

FTE
Dr. Franklin F. Snelson, chairman of biological
sciences, disagrees with that theory. "I doubt
seriously that by the stud.,ents picking their own
hours, the number of FTE hours would increase. A
program such as that would not substantially cut
down the money UCF is losing. I feel that if the student needs a class bad enough and they are hear to
learn, the student will find a way to get into class,''
said Snelson.
Student Government President John Sowinski
would like to see the hours of classes at UCF better

I

I·

Lastly, the cadet corps was notified

managed. ''Classes m1,1st be made more accessible
for the students in order for them to enroll in more
courses and in turn help the FTE,'' he said.

FROM PAGE l

CIVIC

The cadet group also made two $50
donations to local outreach groups;
$50 to the Great Oaks Village, a
residential center for abandoned,
abused and _neglected children; the
same amount to the Orlando Union
Rescue Mission, a non-profit
organization which provides food,
clothing and lodging for the less fortunate.

of a tragic accident in South Florida
involving a 6-year-old Air Force
dependent. As a result of the accident
the young girl, Sabrina, was paralyzed from the, neck down. The cadets
made a contribution of $253 to help
defray the tremendous medical costs.

•

They also purchased a four foot stuffed Mickey Mouse and a poster signed
by Disney characters.

more classes were offered at reasonable times, I
would take more hours. As the system is now,
you're actually penalized for registering early
because all of the sections that could be open aren't
during early registration," said Drayer.

Between the fall and spring semesters a total of
five 7 a.m. classes were offered at UCF. "This is
what I mean. A student's ability i~ impaired that
Business major Howard Kim agrees. "I would
early in the morning. Some students are getting up take more hours if I could get them. There- is .no
at 5:30 a.m. to make those classes. You shouldn't doubt in my mind that I would have taken more
deter students from taking a course,' ' said Sowin· hours if the opportunity was offered," he said.
ski.

"The main key to the solution of FTE and the
Most students on campus seem to agree with
Tubbs and Sowinski. Dan Drayer, a sophomore in scheduling of classes is the accessibility of prothe college ·of engineering feels that the courses of- grams to the students at the times that the
fered are not to the convenience of the students. "If students want to take them," said Sowinski.

less than 1,000 people attend
a
typical civic center game,
FROM PAGE l
UCF i~ losing a good deal of
Attendance at civic center money each time the Knights
games is minimal at best. Ar- step onto the civic center
nold said that it would take court.
roughly 2,000 people at $4 a
This is not meant to detract
piece for the athletic department to break even on any from the exciting brand of
given civic center game. Since basketball the Knights have

been exhibiting lately, but to
point out the great cost of using the civic center for basketball games.
,
What then, of next season?
Will the basketball Knights
once again be playing many of
their games at the civic
center? Athletic director Bill
Peterson was attending a con-

vention in Nash ville and
unavailable for comment but
Arnold said that if a civic
center game against an opponent like Stetson fails to draw
a substantial crowd, he would
recommend against scheduling too many games at- the
Orange County Civic Center
next season.

Orange County
·Civic Center

•

Seaflng capacity 6 • 5 o o
Average attendance
ticket price

1,000
$4. ·00

Parking

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Activites
Hotline
Find out what's happening
campus 24 hours a day!

on

SIMPLY CALL

X-5300 (ON CAMPUS) OR
281-5300 (OFF CAMPUS)

and get involved!
TO ALL REGISTERED CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS:

To get an activity announced on the hotlin e , p ick up a form at th e Student
Center Main Desk!

•

•
•

•
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A Popular Address
for
UCF
Students!
2 Bed/2 Bath
$430

•

Townhom~s

only

mo. P & I*

"My Dad felt that having me live here would·be a good move economically. He ' s glad I'm
here and close to school. Foxhunt is very popular with U
ts and I've got a lot of
friends who live here. "
.. ,. :t~
Caroline Satava
Orlando, Florida

•

.

•

•

•

•

~

Fox Hunt Lanes
Miles From .Campus
Alafaya
.
•
,.
•
•

1. 2

*A Tremendous Investment:
• Purchase price $53, 900
• Only 5% down, $2700 (owner
occupied)
• No closing costs
• $430/mo. P & I
• Guaranteed 9.5% interest rate
first year

On

.

"
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~
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University Blvd.

Westinghouse

~~
- - - - - -,
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UCF

~-----

~
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Colonial Drive (Hwy 50)

One mile north of Highway 50 on Alafaya
Trail 1.2 miles from campus. Furnished
model open daily Monday-Saturday, 10AM6PM, Sunday, 12Noon-6PM

Ease West Expressway

Martin Marietta

Lk. Underhill Rd .

.o

·-

305~282-4393

· After hours: (305) 422:1111
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vaulted ceilings
Open, spacious floor plan
Large master bedroom suite
Cable TV available
Sparkling skylights
Charming loft

~

-

INVESTORS - Foxhunt Lanes is iqeally located close to UCF, Westinghouse and the new East Martin Marietta plant. Single
units to quadraplexes are available with low-down financing.
•sale price $53,900, $2700 down. 9.5% percentage rate first year. Note accrual rate indexed to 6-month Treasury bill 12.50%.
APR 14.54%.

ra
associates, inc. "'·"

6c,odsnan-Payton
.

0

• •
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UCF students to play presidential inauguration
by Morgan Phllllps
and Don Wittekind
FUTURE STAFF WRITERS

and Brad Leath flew to
Washington D.C. this past
Tuesday, all expenses paid,
aboard Eastern Airlines to
participate in the 1985
nresidential inauguration.

When Ronald Reagan is
honored at his second
presidential inauguration this
week, five UCF students will
These UCF students were
represent their school at the chosen from applicants attenevent.
ding colleges throughout the
United States to become
Harry Miller, Jim Walker, members of tne 450-piece '~All
Paul Weikle, Gail Robertson, American College Marching

Band.'' The music department at UCF has never before
·been honored with the selection of any of its students for
this program.
The students were selected
to apply to the program by
UCF's band director, Jerry
Gardner. Gardner remarked
that the choices were not only
made according to marching
and playing ability but also
considered the extra time

· ~

~

spent working with the band
after hours. All five of the applicants Gardner selected
from the band were admitted
to the program.
The nation-wide marching
band, under the direction of
Art Bartner from the University o~ Southern California,
will be performing in the inaugural parade on Monday.
After the conclusion of the

1sc;1\\'I ;1
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THE

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S GREATEST
!B' HOME INVESTMENT

o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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!B' GENUINE TILE ROOFS
'!B' 17 CU FT. AUTO . GE REFRIGERATOR
fB' DISf-1 WASHER
!B' WASH 1NG MACHINE
!B' CLOTf-'E-'3 DRYER
. !B' GAFiEY.G:: DISPOSAL
!B' RANGE HOOD I FAN
!B' PATIOS & PRIVACY FENCING
!B' MATURE LANDSCAPING
!B'

SPRINKLER SYSTEM
SUPER-SAFE SECURITY

(B'

STEEL DOORS -

!B'
!B'
!B'
iB'

AWARD'WINNING DESIGNS

SAFETY LOC KS

CHOICE OF DECORATOR COLORS
INSULATED GL.\SS WINDOWS
2 CEILING FANS (INSTALLED)

[B' MINI BLINDS
MARBLE TILE ENTRYWAY

0 [B'

MARBLE WINDOW SILLS

0 iB'
0 jB'
0 ~

GOURMET KITCHEN CABINETS

MARBLE VANITY TOPS

.

,

•

When You Purchase a
Home at Casa Par.k
Villas You Also Get
As An extra Bonus
Jt.

The program, which provides for all of the students'
needs during the week, provides a little extra exposure
for UCF nationwide and is a
great honor for those
students partipating.

Financing Available

FROM

Casa Park Villas is a Tuscawilld
community of two-and three-bedroom townhome villas designed to ·
combine the best of country club living with the convenience of the city.
Outstanding amenities and location
offer every opportunity for the active
life. A long list of exceptional features · typical of country club
elegance and a suprisingly low
price make Casa Park Villas one of
the area's truly superb home values.

parade the group will seperate
i:µto smaller ensembles to
play at the many .Parties and
balls around Washington that
evening.

(MICA EUROPEAN STYLED)
WALL TO WALL CARPET

( PLUSH WITH PAD) (MOHAWK)

0 IB'
O [B'

CERAMIC TILE IN TUBS

DO

INDIVIDUAL QENTRAL HEATING & AIRCONDITIONING

~
l!C.I

0
0
0
0
O

o

INLAID KITCHEN ARMSTRONG LINOLEUM

iB' CABLE T.V. WIRED
IB' FULLY INSULATED
!B' ONE YEAR WARRANTY
lB' ~MJ~Wet crJi'i?liAGE ROOMS
IB' W<t£,~~t-i ~~~pLD DOOR
[!?ALL CLOSING COSTS INCLUDED

Full Membership in
T uscawilla Country
Club.
Plus ...
Your own pool , heated
jacuzzi & sauna at
The Villas.

Plus ...
1DO acre recrea11on al park including
tennis racquetball basketball. 1ogging
trails. tot 101 lake . barbegue grills & more

Short and long term rentals available from
$475. 2 and 3 bedroom, 1 and 2 story
townhouses. Some furnished.
Call 365-7000

LIVE
IN ..
*

Based on one year ARM. See salesperson for details.

BROKER PARTICIPATION INVITED

SALES BY:
TUSCAWILLA REALTY, INC.

FOR RENT
OViedo efficency Apt's furnished.
All utllltles and color TV. Walk to
restaurants, shopping, bank, and
post office. No lease or deposit required. Pay weekly. Call the
OVledo Lodge in Down Town
OVledo 365-5276.
Goldenrod and University. 2
master bdrm/2 1/2 bath, paddle
fans, wet bar, fully eqpd kich,
washer, dryer. Avail. March 1 $525.
Coll Kim or Ondy 678-2358.
Looking for a classy place to live?
Here's your chance! 2 bdrm/2
bath home 1/2 mile from UCF.
Cathedral celling, ltallian tile kitchen, washer/dryer" dishwasher,
and all other modern conveniences. Call. Tom after hours.
275-3241 or at work 660-6975.
NEW LUXURIOUS TOWNHOUSE 2
Bdrms, l l /2 Baths, appliances &
mini blinds. Washer and dryer
hook up. Near UCF $425/mo. No
lease required. 282-3579.

Waterbeds·Rent To Own from
$7 /week, no credit check Wizard's
Waterbed Rentals. 896-1344.

ROOMATES

I

.....___._-----.J

A quiet apt. for non-smoker. Near
UCF, pool, tennis, etc. Call Jim
before 3 p.m. 273-2201 or leave
message 894-2762.
Roommate wanted to share 4
bdrm 2 bath house, lrg. room,
$200/mo. no utilities. Close to UCF
365-6791 evenings.
Roommate wanted male or
female $185 a month plus 1/2
utllltles. 1/2 mile from UCF. 2bd., 1
1/2 bath. As soon as possible. Call
275-9257 mornings or evenings.
Roommate to share 2 bdrm, 2ba
condo. Less than 2 mi. from UCF.
175/mo. plus 1/3 utilities. Call Brian
281-4901. .

Interviewers
Full Time or Part Time
Need .help to update city directory. No selling or collection. Contact R.L Polk & Co., 1350 Orange
Ave. Suite 224, Wlntergate Sq.,
Winter Park, Fla. Tel. 628-0401.

I

FOR SALE

--------------'
Microscope
Wolf binocular research model w/
4 objectives, 5X to oil. A must for
any serious science major. $500.
Coll Chuck at 352-0595.
Nice, 2 sofas Sl 75, 1 love seat $50,
1 chair $30, 2 lamps $30,
OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS '78 for
$1300. 281-6577.
Custom-built solid wood 3-bdrm 2
1/2 bath home on scenic 7 acres
w/ small fislng lake, fenced
pasture, trees. 5109,000 - By
owner. Close to UCF Call
349-5926 for more details.

Mature female to share new
home in Winter Pk. Laundry, cable,
all util. Included, non-smoker.
$300/mo. 657-2233. No dep., no
pets.

1980 HONDA CIVIC. 1500cc
TUSCAWILLA-Casa Park Villas
AM/FM/Cass. Fine car. Coll
Young, mature mate age 24 seeks
671-7852 after 4:30.
some age 20-30 to shore new
2BR twn. hs. w/ washer-dryer, pool,
For sale: 82 Dodge Omni. 26,000
jacuzzi, sauna. Next to recreation
miles · 4sp, A/C, AM/FM radio,
. S3,700. 365-4673 after 6 p.m.
ctr. tw/ fiteh~nis Cbsktbtall, bob sebal 1f, 1 ·
jog. r1., s ing. oun rye 1u w1go1
course. Prefer Non-smoker - must
28QZ 2X2 1975 Datsun, blue w/
be clean. Call 695-1532 lla-lJp & · - - - - - - - - - - - block Int. Runs and drives Ilka new.
Iv. name & no. 275 mo. plus 1/2 utll.
Top Pay
AC, 87,000 ml., beautiful Inside
100 sec. dpst.
Appointment setter needed. From
and out. Immaculate. Bids only.
qualified lists. Set appointments
Please, only serious inquiries. Call
Couple, light work of 20 hours per
between classes. My phone or
305-281-6962.
week in exchange for furnished
yours. Call Ms. Berkson at
apt. Includes utilities. prefer math,
831-0022.
computer, or accounting major
Folding auto bicycle carrier. Brand
for some bookeeping on Apple
new. Fits any car. Asking $25. Coll
JOBS.
GOVERNMENT
Computer. Hours will be taylored
Ken at 275-4145.
Sl5,000-S50.000/yr. possible.
to flt your schedules. In OVledo,
All occupations. How to Find.
· work cand be shared by both and
UNIVERSITY SPORTDRINKING TEAM
805-687-6000 Ext. R-9999.
does not require computer work if
White T, Navy trim. Silkscreen.
- you wish. Call 365-3648 in evening
50/50 SMLXL. Only S6.95! PMGor morning.
extra Income. Your own business.
U84, Box 1484, Marco, FL 33937.
Free Catalog!
No investment, no seiling. 2 hours
Florida-wide retair firm seeks fulla week per your schedule.
275-6593.
76 Chevy Monz:J, air, stereo, good
and part-time sales help. No prior
cond. Perfect for college. $1900.
experience necessary. Ideal for ·
365-8729.
students. Flexible hours available.
Sales help wanted. AerialDays, nights, and weekends.
photography sales. Full-time!
Average pay $5-10/hr. Call Mr.
Salary & commission. Leads FurMartin 291-1603.
Stereo-equipt with AM/FM radio nished - Central Florida & Daytona
turn table - eight track and built-in
Beach area. Must have reliable
speakers, good condition. SlOO
Transportation. Call 65 7-6661
Free 671-7727. Call Rent-Talk for
Electric typewriter (Smith Corona)
Aero-Photo.
residential rental info. 24 hours a
autoerase - excellent - 5170. Call
day.
anytime 281-6460.
Help needed for home cleaning
service. Flexible hours and good ·
Rabbit VW 81 4dr. diesel. Stereo,
FurnlshEJd, spacious 2 bd. 2 bth.
starting pay. Must have car and
air, good condition, extra fuel
across from UCF. Central air and
phon.e. Coll 671-7463.
tank. $2,495. Call 282-2440
heat. 2-3 people S400. 4 people
anytime!
$425. 273-0768. No pets.
Drivers, movers, and sales posi-

HELP WANTED

BRAND NEW - 2 bedroom - 2 bath
in Univ. Hylands, Deluxe features,
644-9911 or 695-3782.
Large Rm for rent w/ prtvcite entrance & bath In nice duplex
townhouse. Howell Branch area,
Kitch priveleges. $250/mo. Includes etec. & water. Pis call day
or eve 671-8594. Ask for Ms. First.

tions available; full- or part-time.
Contact Jerry Hart 678-9865.
Students needed to clean homes!
Work around your schedules. Call
699-1636.
Part-time work with schools - ideal
candidate Is former PTA president.
Set your own hours - Big dollars.
Call for appointment 695-3782.

Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two bath. Low security,
$450/mo. Coll Lanita. Solmakers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.

Babysitter. 1 child 12 or 1-5 Wed & .
Fri. S2/hr. Red Bug & 436. 339-3695.

Sussex Pl. - E. Hwy 50 UCF New
Mortin are a 2 bdrm., 2 bath,
washer, dryer, refrlg., etc. pool
available, use of living rrh. set
$400 plus security 365-3692:

Seeking part-time employee Interested in instructing Nautilus.
Outgoing personality, Nautilus
background, and good attitude
about work. Contact Jenny at
820-4300 between 1-3 p.m.

DUPLEXES FOR SALE-3 bedroom,
2 bath split plan, with range ref,
dishwr, disposal, ceramic baths,
vaulted ceilings, ceiling fans,
sunken living room, parquet flooring in entry and fully carpeted energy efficient! live in one side
and rent the other CALL DAVID
ROUZER, ASSOCIATES TUCKER &
BRANHAM, INC., REALTORS
849-6350.

Professional Typist. Experienced In
all work incl. medical and legal.
UCF empl. 1 mi. north. Marti
365-6874.
· Word Processing and Editing. Profess i ono I writer and for mer
English/Business
teacher.
Reasonable rates. Call Jan
855-4077.
RESUMES
Deslgned/Typed-657-0C79.
TYPING.Prof. styled work. WORD
PROCESSOR, moderate rotes, fast.
Call Susanne 277-4857.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
A ABLE TYPING SERVICE
Guaranteed 100% Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term Papers; Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
nea.tness.
We
use · I BM
Dlsplaywrlters and A B Dick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and same
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.
QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
delivery. ·
Call after 6 p.m. 788·9097
Typing-Word Processlng-Fasr Service. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rates. Close to
campus. Call Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.

Translations and interpretations,
German / Spanish. Experienced.
896-8793.

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Morning After Treatment.
Confidential, ·private. Woman
owned-a special approach to
health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk. south of Colonial off Miiis. 422-0606 or toll
free 1-800-432-8517.
SS off with this ad

Free 671-7727. Call Rent-Talk for
residential rental info. 24 hours a
day.

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. Confidential.
Individual councellng. In Ori., 827
Menendez Court, Just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne
Hosp. Dally/Sat. a.m. Call 425-8989.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
Information, pregnancy tests and
councellng. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
.
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando.
898-0921
-·

Meditation class 750 N. Thornton
Ave., Orlando. Tues. 7:30 p.m.
675-6957 $2 ea.

Need ride from scho01 to my
apartment. Please coll 277-2561
for details.

DEADLINE
For placing a Classified advertisement of 5pm the Monday prior to
Friday's publication.

.SERVICES

OTHER

Single bed $40 or trade for double. bar stool $8; l9se weight now
with 25% off Herbalife 657 -695 7.

TELEPHONE
275-2865
or
275-2000 ext 3954

Man who is a novel would llke to
hear from a woman who Is a
poem. Likes adventure and big
dogs. Never bit one yet. Therefore,
if you wish to make contact write
-name and phone # on the back of
a Haagen Dazs gift certificate. Tel
no. 331-1377. Addr - Michael, Box
625 Winter Park, FL 32790.

Total Secretarial Services. Term
papers, resumes, reports, etc.
Nothing to big or too small. Fast
accurate service at affordable
fees. 657-0705.

CARPOOL

OFFICE HOURS
8:30-5 Monday through Friday

Classified Information

EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, manuscript,
theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar,
punc., and editing Included.
Reasonable. Call Bea. 678-1386.

Is It true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. 'government? Get
the
facts
today!
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext. 6.89.

ADJUSTMENTS
j
Please check your ad the first
time it appears. The Future will be
responsible only for the first incorrect insertion. The publisher
assumes no financial responsibility
for errors nor for omission of copy.

18neFuture

.__~'-Y_P1_s1_s~__ll~-'-,_.ER_s_o_N_A_L_s__

CREDIT AND RATE POLICIES
Commercial rates apply to
businesses and non-students. Rate
charges will be determined at
time of placement.
Most Classified categories require
payment in advance.
Student and Faculty rates are
.50¢ per line which allows 35
characters including punctuati!=>n
and spaces.
Business and non-student rates

are one dollar per line which
allows 35 characters including·
puntuaflon and spaces.
-

GENERAL
The Future Newspaper reserves
the right to edit or reject any
advertisement.
-

'Commentary

~ JOANNE

WHITE

1

Don't repeat what I am about to
tell you because my co-workers are a
proud and dedicated bunch and will
be hurt.
Promise? Okay.
The best reading in this
newspaper (save for this column, of
course) is the Student Government
Legislative Report advertisement
that runs about every week.
The Legislative Report is chock·
full of information and actually
makes one proud to be a student at
UCF.
I read last week's report with a
touch of envy. Many of us here at
The Future aspire to become journalists, but we are still struggling to
be as clear as we would like to be
with the language.
I assume that some of our student
senators have political ambitions.
Reading the report, it is obvious
they have legalese nearly down pat.
Bill 17-12 states: Amending Executive Statutes and Judicial
Statutes-Changes the title of Lay
Advisor to Judicial Advisor ·and
moved the position from the Ex·
ecutive Branch to the Judicial
Branch.
Well, maybe it is a little too clear,
but they are well on their way.
These academic office-holders also
prove their frugality every week.
Last week the student senate axed a
blll (17-16) that would have allocated
$600 to help the IEEE Society construct a "satellite earth station."
A wise move. If the IEEE wants
to build an antenna, they can call it
one. Don't go pulling this NASA
garbage on us.
The senate blew it on one bill, ,
though. am 17-44 would have
allocated $20 for the adoption of a
pair of Florida manatees, but they
voted -it down, 12-3.
Shoot, twenty bucks isn't a lot for
two sea cows."
probably less. ·
than two cents per pound, and they
probably would have made the
perfect addition to the (let's face it)
boring reflecting pond as long as
they kept the SAGA people away.

It's

Of course not everything is as ex·
citing as the sea cows. Student
G<tvernment controls the purse strings and much of the Legislative
Report concerns money.
Phi Delta Kappa Alumni Association got $90 to buy UCF folders for
Community College Day and the
Council of Business Organizations
received 702 bucks to fund Career
Day. Not thrilling, but it does give
one ideas.
So read the Legislative Report.
It's good entertainment. But don't
be surprised if you see a bill asking
for $2,000 to fund the UCF Society
of Left-handed Columnists' yearly
workshop and ski trip in Colorado.

U~Tt l.. t

60T

This past weekend I went on a
whimsy and decided to take a trip
on the Amtrak. The trip south was
: very relaxing, all the Amtrak per. sonnel that I encountered were
· friendly and courteous, as were the
passengers. The trip home was
rather uneventful; it was the return
trip that got interesting.
· I picked up the train for the
return trip in Tampa, Florida. Now
: if anyone lqiows anything about the
, Tampa area one of the outstanding
features, and a main part of its
charm is its predominately Hispanic
community.

OUT~~~
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The personal touch lives
The university where the accent is on the individual is generally lost to us.
Most of us have grown to realize that. The sa~ fact is, that the personal
touch is hard to generate at an institution packed full of more than 15,000
people. But just when you thought concientious, smiling,· helpful staff and 1
administrators were like dinosaurs, up out of the mire come two really nice .
people.
Of course you're saying 'whoa now, who are you trying to fool?' But
before you dismiss this as mythology, read on.
,
•Nice guy number one: Toney Bryant, Director of Internal Auditing.
Nobody likes the idea of being audited, least of all the management of The
Future. Running a newspaper is difficult enough without having people telling you that everything you're doing, business-wise, is wrong. The great
bulk of the function of the Department of Internal Auditing is to find opera·
tional inefficiencies and su.g gest corrections. Well, much to our displeasure,
they did plenty of that. But somehow, Bryant has managed to stay on our
good side an~ has been very helpful in getting us something that we've been
trying to get for more ' than fifteen years now-a university procedures ·
manual The lack of this venerable manual has attributed to each of the 21 .
"inefficiencies" the audit revealed to us.
•Nice guy number two: Jim Moore, Computer Services. Superlatives
don't do this man justice, so let's just call him a gift from God. The Future
has a computer system so cruddy that we don't bother giving it a nasty
nickname. The system was made by a podunck organization based in Kansas City; so podunck that they have all of two repairmen in the entire world. .
The last time we had a computer breakdown it took them two months to
repair it and about $2,000.
So you can understand why we were panic stricken when the system gave
up the ghost again Wednesday when we wer_e trying to put this week's issue
together. Recalling that Jim had done some repair work for us a few other
times we called, only to find that he already had a work list a month long.
We were stuck.
.
Apparently Jim got wind of how frantic we were· ( maybe he even heard
the scream) because he called and said he would come look a{1t. This was
already after regular work hours. Jim Moore worked for over two hours OD
the system, with some of that time on the phone to the repairmen in Kansas
City, and fixed it.
·
We can't thank him enough arid couldn't attempt to repay him; the guy ·
even missed his evening class. He restored our confidence in people. In fact,
we are almost convinc~d that everyone at this.university could have the
qualities that characterized the 'university with the accent on the individual.'
The staff and management of The Future would once again like to thank
Jim Moore and cordially invite him out for a beer.
Mike Rhodes
Editor in Chief
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This brings me to the interesting
part of the trip. As I got ready to
get on the train there was a young
man who was assisting passengers
with their luggage. In front of me
was an elderly woman. This young
man was very nice and helpful, he
lfollowed the woman up to the front
,of the car and back again to the rear
;until she decided which seat was
best for her (the train was not
crowded at all). After this young
man aided this woman, making sure
she was comfortable he left the .train
! to help some one else.
_
:I As I settled
myself in to my seat
.
this elderly woman came up to me
and asked if the young man was a
Cuban. "How should I know," I
thought. What I tried to explain to
her was Tampa's Hispanic
background but she wouldn't hear of
it. This woman told me she was
1tired of all the Cuban and Puerto
Rican criminals coming into this
country. With that she went back to
her seat.
I was very appalled at this reaction towards someone who had done
his best to help another person,
,regardless of her nationality. I got
disgusted and got off the train to
:get some fresh ail;'. When I left the
i train the ·same yoUJig·man was
I there. He •esGorted -me to my destina.' tion, not because
wanted to make
a pass-he was orried about ~Y
welfare. The train station is not ex·
actly in the best part of town and he
told me people get kidnapped, mugged or worse in that area.
The sort of behavior exhibited by
this elderly woman shocked me, I
thought this kind of prejudice had
gone out. of fashion in the sixties.
Besides, not all Cubans or Puerto
Ricans are criminals-I graduated
from high school with some people
of these nationalities and they are
very fine, productive citizens.

..

he

, I wonder if. this woman has taken
into consideration all the
.'Americans' who are criminals? It is
my feeling that one's nationality or
race does not make him any particular type of person. If people
abandoned their petty prejudices we
would probably have a much happier
society, instead of the suspicious,
paranoid one we are today.

•

.•
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D Rampant dishonesty

D Moon arrogant

-·

Editor:

•
I

11

I am relieved that the problem of academic
dishonesty at UCF has been addressed. Nevertheless, I am outraged at Ted Young's article
"Cheating hard to stop" in the January 11 issue of
The Future. The article is not detailed enough to
substantiate such a claim. I believe that dishonesty
at UCF can be curtailed if not eliminated, if
student~ and instructors all act responsibly.
The rampant dishonesty disappoints me beyond
verbal expression. No longer is honesty a respected
quality; what seems more important is success.
Classroom cheating perpetuates the system here at
UCF because we are selfish and nonchalant. Is not
the silent observer an accomplice? Should not a failing grade be automatic when cheating is ascertained?
Ironically, the cheat is a coward-lacking 't he
courage to face hard work and discipline. Certainly
such a person would not challenge the harsh reality

.

Editor:
While glancing through your sports section last
week I noticed and read the commentary by Manny
Moon. . Just who is this guy, anyway? I mean,
athletics has definitely made some mistakes this
year but let's be realistic. Mr. Moon repeatedly
took shots at Bill Peterson and Chuck Machock,
two people who have worked very hard for UCF
sports. Mr. Moon is rude, obnoxious, and generally
arrogant. Maybe if he would say things a little differently people might be more inclined to listen.

LETTERS
'
.

of expulsion from the university. All cases of
academic dishonesty should be handled at the
highest disciplinary level with maximum penalties
imposed on all persons involved in such acts. As
students, we should not be afraid to report any act
of thievery. Instructors need to be true invigilators; it is their responsibility to prevent the
advanced issuance of examination papers.
The strict enforcement of penalties will at least
minimize the thievery which plagues the UCF community. Let honesty prevail! Dianne Williams
Computer Science

Tracy Mathenson
Arts and Sciences
Letters to the editor should be typed on a 60-space
line and double-spaced. The deadline is Monday at
5 p. m. for that weeks' publication. Letters must be
signed by the author and should include the
author's major and phone number for verification
purposes. If cause is shown, the author's name may
be withheld.

Spanky

by Carl McKnight
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5-Piece Group Includes:
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• Twin Mirrors
• Paneled Headboard
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FABULOUS NEW YEAR'S

CLEARANCE
SALEI
0
FF
Bedrooms 13
BASSETT l l

EVERY ITEM NOW REDUCED BELOW ·
OUR NORMALLY LOW DISCOUNT PRICE.

SPECIAL BEDDING SALE
Extra Firm
TWIN
FULL
QUEEN
KING

549.98 pc.

59.98 pc.
89.98 pc.
86.98 pc.

By makers of King Ko1I

Clean lines and bright good looks abound in the style
and design d this bedroom. Scaled to meet the needs
of today's smaller bedrooms and apartments, this
bedroom grouping will be ideal tor a young lady's bedroom. a ~ter bedroom or a guest roan. The price
- is so practical - you can't afford to miss this value!

A Bright 'n Beautiful Bedroom!
Sparkling

Whit_~ ... With

The Wicker

L~ok

I-
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One of the long standing traditions
at UCF has been the campus radio
station's sports coverage. In the past
WUCF-FM has gone to great lengths
to bring transmissions of the Knights
fortunes in battle, both on the road
and at home," back to Orlando.
But· what WUCF is doing today
r.eally burns me up. WUCF, located in
the bowels of the UCF Library, not
only changed its format to classical,
big band and jazz during the ·waking
hours of the day, 'but they have now
~egun to phase out its sports
coverage.
The position of sports director at
WUCF has been eliminated. Sports
coverage is now handled by News
Director Paul F. Simkins Jr. and
former Sports Director John C.
Meyerholz bides his times until he
graduates in the Spring. If sports is
handled the way news has been at
WUCF, we will never hear about the
Knight's athletic endeavors again on
89.9 FM.
Since the format change, away from
music that would attract the college
age listener,· news has also been
pointed away from the UCF student.
What gripes me is that WUCF is a.
college radio station, but you will
never hear about a "free night at the
game room" on WUCF.
The only ·good reason to listen to
WUCF during the normal working
day was to find out what is happening
in UCF sports, on an hourly basis.
What gets my .goat is that WUCF
presented only a token coverage' of
the major sports this year, giving us
only the bare bones. WUCF has saved
plenty of money doing just the home
and in-state games for men's basketball, home games for women's basketball and ten out of over fifty home
games for baseball.
The only money they could have
spent would have been on the couple
of football games they where handed
at the last moment. I'll bet almost
anything that J.C. Meyerholz paid for
his own gas and meals when traveled
to Florida State and Jacksonville
University.
SEE

MANNY,

~___.._~
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SUPER BOWL XIX
Pregame: 4:00 p.m.
Kickoff: 6:00 p.m.
WFTV Channel 9

Jennifer Machlel/Fulure

In our continuing effort to bring you news, Sports Editor Don Wittekind arranged an exclusive interview
with one of the Dolphins. Is that Mark Clayton or Mark Duper?

PIGSKIN PICKS

SUPER BOWL XIX
SPECIAL EDITION

-by Don Wittekind
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Super Bowl XIX should prove to
be a classic matchup by any standards. For once there is no
Cinderella story. This time the very
best will go at it. From regular
season records (Dolphins 15-2, 49ers
16-1) to ranks in the NFL (Dolphins
no. 1 offense, 49ers no. 2 offense)
these teams are the cream of the
crop.
But who will reign supreme? Will
it be the potent balance of the 49ers
or the explosive offensive of the
Dolphins? Well })old on, I'm getting
to that.
First of all, let's lpok at superstiPAGE 14

tion. On Monday night UCF's
basketball teams faced both the
Dolphins and 49ers. That is, the
men played the Jacksonville Uriiversity. Dolphins and the women played
the University of North Carolina at
Charlotte 49ers. In these matchups
the Dolphins came out winners,
64-49 and the 49ers lost 77-69. I've
never held much weight on omens,
but you have to wonder...
Okay, on to the point spread. The
49ers are favored to win. The spread
differs depending on who you ask
but everyone seems to agree on San
Francisco. What does this mean in
game terms? For one thing it means
that the 49ers are getting all the
coverage from the press, with the

exception of Flo~ida where the
Dolphins are heavily covered.
However, the Dolphins ~e not in
the Sunshine State at the moment
and are not seeing much from that
corner. This gives coach Don Shula
and his team something to prove.
They have to show the world that
they deserve attention. To sum this
up, I believe that being the underdog will work in favor of Miami. No
one gets over confident when they
are the figured losers. Look for
Miami to be up for this game like no
other.
San Francisco on the other hand
seems to be getting a bit haughty.
SEE

PIGSKIN,

PAGE 14

Susan Patz: B·ball team· leader
by Terry Keene

the floor and six out of seven from the free throw

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

line.

"When I was a kid," said Susan Patz, co-captain
of the Lady Knights basketball team, ''my father
conned me in~o running track by giving me
Slurpees after each race.''
Today no one has to con Patz into playing bas~et
ball. Patz, a· 20-year-old junior, is the Future's
player of the week.
Patz, a quiet and reserved player on and off the
court, possesses an ability to score well as a large
weapon in the Lady Knights' attack.
Head Coach Joe Sanchez says of his 6-1 forward,
''Susan is a real leader and likes to lead by example.
She has been a tremendous asset to our program
for the past three years.''
In the 96-62 victory over the University of
Maryland-Eastern Shore, Jan. 9, Patz scored 18
points to tie he,r with Kristy Burns for the game
high. In this game she hit six out of nine shots from

Patz was awarded the game ball for scoring her
l,OOOth point as a Lady Knight with a layup with
. 4:15 remaining in the game. Later on it was found
that assistant coach Gill Heasley had erred in ad. ding up her points. In actuali~y, Patz is just 36
points short of the 1,000 mark.
In the Jan. 12 89-70 loss to Radford College, Patz
again led the Knights in scoring. She put in 15
points with 12 coming from the floor.
Patz is in the middle of her third year with the
Lady Knights and is in second place in career scoring, behind Swilley, who played at UCF from 1978
until 1982.
Patz is the leading rebounder this season with a
6.2 average-per-game. She is also the third highest
scorer on the team this year with a 14.6 averageper-game.
SEE

PATZ,

PAGE 13
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ST. THOMAS UNIVERSITY
(formerly Biscayne College)
SCHOOL OF LAW
MIAMI, FLORIDA

D Coed supersports

For a super day of sports
try the Rec Services Coed
Supersports competition.
Teams of four men and four
women compete all day
Saturday, Jan. 26 in seven
sports events. Sign up by
Jan. 24. For more informa·
tion call x-2408.
·

~t. Thomas, a new law school, is accepting appllca·
t1ons for its seco.n d class to begin in August 1985

The only Catholic law school in the Southeast St.
Thomas is ideally located in suburban Miami ~n a 140
acre campus. The School offers a three-year full-time
program, with small classes, modern computerized
research facilities, and the opportunity for specialized
study in a variety of areas, including international law.
The St. Thomas University School of Law intends to
se~kAB:4- provisional approval as quickly as possible,
which will be after the first year of teaching.

D Disc golf

For information write pr call: Office of Admissions, St.
Thomas University School of Law, Dept. O, 16400 N.W.
32nd Ave., Miami, FL 33054. (305) 623-2310.
St. Thomas is an equal opportunity institution.

008
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TIRED ·OF WAITING?

IWmiiMI
HAS A VERY LOW-COST ALTERNATIVE
Why not check out the low, low prices on our direct access
terminals. For less than the price of a good stereo you can do
your computer project from the comfort of your home, but
then you will have to give up the endless lines, wasted nights
and ruined weekends. Sacrifices! Sacrifices!
Stop in or call us now for details.
HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:00-6:00, Saturday 10:00-4:00
>

17-92 AT MAITLAND BLVD. OVERPASS

. 645-5522

SP.ORTS

held on Friday, Feb. 1 at 4
p.m. Sign up in Recreational
Services, room 101

I.RIEF

D Basketball, soccer
begin

The late entry deadlines
for intramural basketball
and soccer are Jan. 22 and
23 respectively at Reereational Services, room 101.
Sign up individually or enter
your team now.

The disc golf course is now
open with genuine disc pole
holes and heavy pl~stic golf
discs are available fot checkout at Recreational Services,
room 110. The first tournament of the semester will be

PATZ

Patz, an elementary education major,
would
someday like to be like her eighth
FROM PAGE 12
grade physical education teacher; Kathy
Patz also holds the highest single game Stillwell.
total in Lady Knight histqry as she scored 37
"I think sJ:ie was the one person, outside of
points in last year's contest with Harvard. my family, that I looked up to. She had a way
This year she put her name in the record of making athletics fun for me. Even running
books again as the number two leading scorer track she made it into a game and because of
in .one game with a 29 point performance that I think we became really good friends,"
against Sam Houston State.
she remarked.
What does Patz think of the records that
Although Patz's athletic talents have been
she will hold by the end of her car~er? "The. displayed very well on the court she has not
records are great to have and look back on, been one to ex~el at every sport. In eighth
but right now I have to play one game at a grade, Stillwell talked her into playing softtime."
ball. ''After a couple of days playing center
Patz was born in Cocoa Beach and moved field, I couldn't see myself sta.n ding
to Orlando when she was three. She has two around-I had to.be moving all of the time,"
older brothers and a younger brother and she said.
sister. She said her father was a very strong
promotor of athletics and encouraged her
Patz came to UCF three years ago and in
family in athletics.
that time has watched the women's athletic
She credits her father, Dr. Benjamin Patz, program grow by leaps and bounds. She
an engineering professor here at UCF, with thinks UCF's program is improving with
her desire to play athletics. She explained each year as the school continues to move up
that her father used to take the whole family in NCAA classifications.
Although Patz has written her name into
,out to AA U track meets to watch and parthe UCF record books and is virtually
ticipate. ·
Patz's desire to run track and high jump assured of becoming the school's all-time
continued throughout her youth until ·she leading scorer this year fans must remember
diverted her interest to basketball in the that she is only a junior and as Joe Sanchez
says "Her best year .is yet to come."
tenth grade at Boone High School.

SUN STATE FORD MAKES
IT·EASY TO DRIVE!
1985

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY NEW
CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE

FREE: ·

~
==
I~ '•

SALES &
SERVICE
COME .IN TODAY
FOR A TEST· DRIVE

APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR

NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

• ;-': • • : · .

.>::.:

Extended Service Plan

The Ford Extended Service Plan is acontract bet·
ween you and Ford Motor Company that protects you
against unexpected repair costs on an extensive list
of majorcomponents, and lets you drive with peace of
mind .

24 MONTH
or
24,000 MILE
.MaximLJm Coverage Plan
•
•
•
•

' •,.

COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVJCE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER
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bably try to take away Marino's
prime targets: Mark Duper and Mark

factor in this one. One turnover may
well decide this game.

Clayton. This will be only marginally
successful as Marino has been finding
good yardage by throwing to his tight
ends. The key here will be for San
Francisco to nail Marino. Nothing
short of that will yield any telling
results.

Okay, time to quit stalling and take
a stand. As the above picture probably hints, I'm going with the
Dolphins. The team is ypung, eager,
and they know what it is to lose a
Super Bowl.

The Pick:

Jennifer Machtel/Fulure

Cindy, Sandy, and Aphrodite listen in as animal behaviorist Dave Force,
from Sea World, te~ls Don that he is sure his dolphins will be ready Sunday.

PIGSKIN

rated first in their conferences. Styles
however, differ greatly between the
two.

FROM PAGE 12
The team will have to ignore what
they hear and remember they are
Marino will usually stand in the
mortal if the 49ers .are to win. pocket and pick out his receiver from
. Remember boys, you lost once and it there. He depends heavily on his ofcan happen-again.
fensive line for protection and while
he reads the rush well, he is not
In·this matchup we also have a bat- mobile. Remember though, that
tle of two great quarterbacks. Dan Marino was sacked an NFL record
Marino and Joe Montana are both low 13 times. San Francisco will pro-

Montana, like the whole San Francisco team, has all-around qualities.
MIAMI DOLPHINS
42
He can stand in the pocket, roll out,
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS
and is an excellent scrambler if the
need arises. Montana will mix his
38
passing anq running game to keep - - - - - - - - - - - - - Miami's less than perfect defense off
MANNY
guard. Miami will have to play their
best defensive game of the season to FROM PAGE 12
make a showing.
UCF baseball head Coach Jay
On defense, San Francisco is solid Bergman has scheduled over fifty
but not outstanding. Against a team home games for this Spring. What a
that often scores in under two bonanza for WUCF. What great way
minutes they will find life very dif- for those young hard working anficult.
nouncers like Dan Russo and Charles
Morris to learn how to do radio play
Miami though, has an up anq down by play for baseball. Dan and Charles,
defense. If they are up, write off the you guys should have taken the hint
49ers. If .they are do\\:'11, the Dolphins when J.C. Meyerholz was demoted;
will fall.
its time to move on. At the moment
there are still two vacant boxes on the
Big plays will probably be a telling Future Sports Staff.

EXPERIENCE THE FUN
AND FREEDOM OF
ULTRALIGHT FLIGHT
0 PILOT LICENSE REQUIRE
FOR INFORMATION CALL
NEW HORIZON
ULTRALIGHTS

331·1838
Authorized Buccaneer Dealer
On Sales and Service
MANUFACTURED IN
SEMINOLE COUNTY

• TEST·N ·TAPE~ LIBRARY
• REINFORCEMENT TEST
• HOMESTUDY PACKET

CLASSES STARTING

LSAT
JAN 19
FEB 5
MCAT
JAN 28
FEB 24
GRE
.FEB 14

•

•
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Knights rifle team prepares for winning season
by Scott Wallin

·

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

•
,.

UCF, in its attempt to compete in NCAA division I athletics, has added a rifle team to the roster
this year.
The coed sport, which takes place during the fall
and spring sememters, is headed by Sergeant Allen
Beal of the Army ROTC at UCF. Beal has had experience as coach of a sniper team in the Army and
is assisted by Bob Hughes. Though there are currently no women .on the eight person squad, Beal is
optimistic that by fall of 1985 the team will be mixed. Making up this year's team are David Lyons,
David Norris, Robert Hughes, William Heisler,
Lloyd Carter; Douglas Austin, Allan McCormick,
Mike Baker, and alternates John Sanchez and Tommie Peoples.

As rifle competition is new to UCF, the following
explanation of how the sport operates may be
helpful. To begin with, the squad is divided into
two four member teams (A and B respectively)
which may compete for either combined or individual points, depending on the type of match.
Each member is equipped with a standard small
bore rifle (.22 caliber) and shoots at targets placed
50 feet away.
There are three types of matches from which the
opposing schools can choose from: a quarter match,
half match, and full match. Each match requires a
contestant to shoot in three different positions including prone, kneeling and standing. In a quarter
match ten rounds of ammunition are shot at each
position. A half match match involves 20 rounds
per stance and a full match follows with 40 rounds
at each position.
The maximum number of points possible are:

quarter match-1,200, half match-2,400, and 4,800
in a full match.
UCF practices twice a week and holds their home
matches at the outdoor range of the Winter Park
-Police Department.
· Rifle competitiop rarely receives spectator support. ''Unless you are into riflery, it would be hard
to enjoy one of the competitions." explained Beal.
"It's not a sport such as basketball where you·can
cheer for the players. The shooters require a lot of
concentration.' '
Though UCF is relatively inexperienced at rifle
competition, the team has begun to earn the
respect of opposing coaches. When the squad was
only a week old, it outscored the University of
Florida in a five team competition earlier this year.
David Lyons commented, ''We keep getting better
and we'll be very competitive next year."

Dolphins end UCF's three game winning streQk
The leading scorer in the game was
JU's
Willie McDuffie with 18 points,
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
- - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - but the largest contributions for the
Dolphins were made. by sophomores
Monday night, the Jacksonville Ronnie Murphy and Cleveland
·
University Dolphins ended the UCF Williams.
Knigh.t s men's winning· streak at
Murphy decimated the Knights
three games, with a 64-49 victory.
Th D 1 hi d f ted th K . ht
with his inside game even though he
'theth ?P ns fuel~a "d le mg s scored only six points, less than his
w1
err power ms1 e p ay.
· t per game ~verage. H e rack14.3 pom

ed up six rebounds, four steals, two the rebound category which the UCF
blocked shots, and eleven assists dur- won, 41-37. The Dolphins hit 43 pering the course of the game.
cent from the field while the Knight
While Murphy was powering his men managed only 35 percent. UCF
way inside, Williams struck from the also connected only on a pitiful 50
outside. Of his fourteen points, Mur- percent of their free throw shots.
·p hy scored ten oil long range jump
UCF's leading scorers wer.e guards
shots.
Stan Kimbrough and Dan Faison,
Jacksonville outplayed the Knights who scored 16 and 12 points respec· every phase of the game except for _ tively .
m
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-N·E-ED_A_J_O_B_?__________
Let Kelly Services help you earn extra
m0 ney.

Check·your schedule. If you can give us one ·
day or more a week, weekends or eveningswe need you. We have a variety of
assignments. If you have office skills, no office skills, a genuine enjoyment of people or
a strong back for light industrial assignments,
you qualify.
Contact the Kelly Services office most convenient for you.
•WINTER PARK (closest to UCF, corner of 436
and University)
·
130 University Park, Suite 210
678-9909
.-MAITLAND - 660-2339
•SO. ORLANDO -855-5476
·KISSIMMEE·· 933-0160
1

ILL[''"k~fiyGirl"
~
.~People

SERVICES
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

M/FIH

Reese Institute
School of Massage-Therapy
Student Massage Clinic
Appointments
Professionally
Supervised
515.00.
Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday

2-5 PM

Relax and Rejuvinate

(305) 365-9283
425 Geneva Drive

STARTS JANUARY 18th AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

Oviedo, Florida
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

STUDENT
·oovERNMENT
We're Woi-king Hard For You .!
Take Advantage of _what we haVe to offer!

Discount Movie Ti·c kets to:
*General Cine1na
(Fashion Square, Altamonte

M~ll,

Parkwood, Seminole)

*Plitt'
(Colonial Plaza)

* Eastern Federal
(Conway, Orange Blossom, Northgate)

Discount Attraction Tickets to: .
Disney W orld/Epcot
Sea World
Wet 'N Wild
Busch Gardens
Once Upon A Stage
Rosie O'Grady's.

East-West Expressway Tokens
(25 for $5.00)

Discount Photo Processing
Lost and Found

The Entertainment and Feature Supplement

W
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hat happens when a
photo machine in a
K-Mart in Denver is combined with an Iranian and two disc
jockeys on vacation? The synergistic
result is Orlando's most popular and
highest rated morning show on
radio, hosted by WDIZ's Baxter and
Mark.
Flashback to Denver in the mid
70s--late '76 to be exact. Baxter and
Mark work at different radio sta- ·
tions in Denver. By some iroruc
twist of fate the following coincidences occur: they decide to take a
vacation at the same time; they
By Riehard Truett
decide to go to Europe; they both·
Photo by Jeff Gllek·
need passport photos; they both end
up in line at a K-Mart waiting to use
one of those cheap little machines
where you get four pictures for 50
cents.
Recalls Baxter: "I knew who h~
was and he knew who I was, but we
did not know each other very well.
We were standing there waiting a~d
we struck up a conversation. There
was an Iranian--'' or a Pakistani,'' interjects Mark-- standing there trying
to get his picture taken. We saw the .
flash going off, bqt the guy wasn't
sitting in th~ chair. He was standing
up while the pictures were being
taken. So he came out of the curtains and waited .for his pictures. He
finally gets pictures of his chest and
stomach. He was standing there try-.
ing to figure out what was wrong/'
. Anyone who is even remotely
familiar with Baxter and Mark know
that they did not rush to the aid of
our esteemed visitor from the East.
Instead they took delight in his
frustrated agony.
"We naturally would not tell him;
we were laughing; we were dying. So
finally he goes 'AHH' and puts in
50 more cents. This time instead of
sitting down he stands closer to the
camera, and gets pictures of his
navel. We were scream.in,' we were
dyin,' we were poundin.' We had to
leave; we went to a bar, a strip joint
actually, and had a couple drinks.
We decided we had a lot of stuff in
common.''
After the K-Mart episode, Mark
went and asked his program direc- .
tor, who was looking for a partner at
the time, and Baxter and Mark as
Here are the faces behind the mike: Baxter (left) and Mark (right).

Baxter
and·.

Mark
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Disney re-releases
Pinocchio after
seven years

Complete listings of
concerts, movies, bars
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we know them today were born.
Baxter and Mark are sort of the Lou
Sabans of radio: they worked in
Denver, Chicago, Tampa, and
Houston before landing in Orlando.
When Baxter and Mark came ~
Orlando, WDIZ was losing its grip
as the number one station in ·the Arbitron ratings book. An on air argu·
ment between then morning show
hosts Mike Lyons and Karen
Sheldon signalled the end of that
duo. Various other anouncers were
tried but the chemistry just was not
there. In addition to this, Y106 had
just been purchased and the new
owners lured away two of DIZ'S
most popular jocks, Jim Steal and
Greg Fox. There was considerable
pressure on Baxter and Mark to
turn things around. A few lost
ratings points can mean thousands
of dollars in advertising revenue to a
radio station.
Recalls Baxter:"Wh~n we first
started it (the pressure) was huge;
we couldn't sleep at night. Now, we
just don't give a shit. We want to
win, but .... Adds Mark:"The ratings '
1
are really used by the sales department to make money for the station.
When we came here, we had been
doing this long enough to where we
could negotiate a contract, basically,
before we even get here. If we do
well, then that gives us a little more
j0b security, but as far as worrying
about ratings, that doesn't really affect us that much. Mark considers
Orlando radio "Pretty good, it's gotten a lot better since we been here.''
An average Baxter and Mark day
starts at 4:30 a.m. By 5:30 they
have arrived at the station and have
started sorting through the mail
and looking through the newspapers.
"We figure out what we can do to
mess with people. Basically we look
for some special reason to torment
people, says Baxter. "We get a lot
of mail, people just writing to say
'hello, other people wanting an
autograph or someone wanting us to
do a wake-up call," adds Mark.
After they get off the air, Baxter
and Mark start preparing for the
next day by doing promos for the
show and by making commercials.
U llllke any other of the morning
see page 2

Read about all kinds
of cars from Ferrari's
to MG's

•
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Baxter
and
Mark

figured out what we were ~
ing to do. They tried to im·
itate some of the stuff,
which is fine. If that increases the competition factor, that makes things a little more interesting. The only thing we don't like is
from page 1
when things are done badly,
KooL AND THE GANG
v ARIOUS ARTISTS/Electric
like
when they take a
Emergency
teams, Baxter and Mark
Boogaloo
premise
or a bit we have
.•
have their own band. Says
Polygram Records
De-Lite Records
done
and
try
to
make
it
real
Mark: "It's basically just to
***
promote our morning show. similar.
This is a serious subject to
We've both played in bands
Yes, I admit I was once
Baxter
and Mark and their
before and at one time I
µiildly captivated by the
smiles
disappear.
They
wanted to become a profes- Robert-"Kool" Bell and the
phenomenon of breakdancing.
don't
likereally
don't like
sional musician. I did not
I wondered: were these actual
gang have come a long way
other
stations
cashing
in on
•
have enough patience for
human beings doing this, and
since the days of beating on
their
ideas.
It
is
for
a
very
that one-in-a-million chance.
if so, what planet could they
the bottoms of empty paint
legitamate reason. Explains
This way Wf3 take all the
be from?
·
cans in Jersey City, N.J. With
Mark: "For a lot of people,
short cuts -- we get to play
Then came the spate of
hi ts on both sides of the
radio
is a background
our records on the air." Baxbreakdancing movies; the question: how many times ·Atlantic, they are the most
medium
still; you don't realter and Mark will have some
most successful of which was can a person listen to the successful rhythm-and-blues
ly
pay
attention
to what
records on sale soon and the
the forgettable Breakin. ' same song without becoming pop band of the '80s.
channel
it's
on
sometimes.
If
proceeds will go to charity.
Forgettable to everyone. ex- physically ill? '
Their latest album,
someone
normally
listens
to
Part of the reason Baxter
cept the producers, who
Emergency, is packed with
us in the background of their
and Mark have the highest
shifted their gears into over- · "Believe In The Beat," per- the sort of stuff you would exstore or in their room or
rated show is because they
drive and rushed out a sequel, formed by Carol Lynn pect from group that holds
whatever
and someone
put their listeners on the air.
Breakin' 2 Electric BoogalOo. Townes, bears a striking such an impressive honor.
comes
in
and
flips the chanThis is nothing more than a resemblence to Irene - Cara's There are no lightweight, fill- · And sometimes one of those
then
they
hear
.
nel,
seven
naughty words that
feeble attempt to wring out "Flashdance... What A Feel- in-the-empty-spaces cuts on
sort
of similar to
something
every last possible dollar ing." Billed as the "second the album. Even a song of are not supposed to be on
what
we
do,
but
is poorly
the
radio
will
"slip"
through.
from the b~eakdancing . single" from the album, one praise to God, ''You Are The
done,
they
might
think it is
Baxter and Mark do not use
phenomenon, before it fades can only wonder how much One,'' is so irrepressibly highus.
Those
kind
of
similarities
a
seven-second
delay.
Exinto obscurity like The Twist, the record buying public can spirited that it could get one
don't
like
a
whole
lot.
we
plains
Mark:
"You
don't
out on the dance floor (Eek!)
The Cha-Cha, Yo Yos, Hula be duped.
Most
disc
jockeys
will
tell
have
to
have
a
delay,
some
Hoops, and Clackers.
Songs such as '' Radiotron,''
you
"don't
do
it,"
when
askstations
use
them.
Even
if
The title cut and "Sur-o~ the soundtrack to the performed by an unknown enfirst movie, something called tity called Firefox sounds as render'' are two more songs
Ollie and Jerry scored a minor if it was recorded in an elec- that grab you by the feet and
When we first started it (the pressure) was
hit with "Breakin.... There's tric cornpopper. Indeed an im- · say, "Dance, fool!" while
huge; we couldn't sleep at night. Now we just
No Stoppin' Us." Bad news pressive cachet of sounds · "Misled" is the sort of song
don't
give a shit. We want to win but...
boys, there is stoppin' you, have been assembled for this you might find on the playlist
and this picture and sound- foolishness called a sound- of a rock 'n' roll station, with
-Baxter ' '
its hot guitar licks.
track is it.
track album.
''Cherish'' is one of the we did, I don't know if we'd
ed about career advice in
Each song on the soundPossible uses for Breakin' 2
radio. That's most disc
track, with the possible ex- Electric Boogaloo include: more thoughtful love songs use· it.'' Interjects Baxter:
ception of ''Believe In The. Frisbee throwing, target prac- that I have heard. It succeeds "There is no FCC regulation. jockeys; Baxter and Mark
Beat" owes a huge debt to tice or a late Christmas gift to in being romantic without be- If we were to come on the air are not in that pessimistic
ing saccharine or disgustingly and repeatedly let someone
group. Baxter does offer this •
Herbie Hancock's masterful somebody you don't like.
BY VICKI WHITE
mushy.
hit "Rocket." This raises the BY RICHARD TRUETT
or ourselves cuss, they might one admonition though: "Be
willing, at first, to make
yank our license for that. In
almost nothing. It was really
the normal flow, if someone
frustrating; all my friends
is surprised and they say
were buying houses and new
"Oh shit" that is not ·concars and I was barely able to
sidered to be obscene. It's
live in this one bedroom furThis is the Official Orlando Top Ten. These are the hottest .selling albums
real life. "
nished apartment." "But
in Orlando according to Record Bar
Baxter and Mark's inyou were a star," interjects
fluence has pre.tty much
()
spread around the dial. Says Mark. Almost as if on cue
(1) "Do They Know It's Christmas" Band Aid
(6) Arena Duran Duran
Baxter: "Other stations have Baxter says, "In my own
(2) Chicago 17 Chicago
mind.''
copied everything that we
(7) She's So Unusual Cyndi Lauper
(3) Like A Virgin Madonna
Baxter recalls: ''I started
(8) Agent Provocateur Foreigner
do. When we started ·putting
(4) Purple Rain Prince
in Cheyenne, Wyoming,
(9) New Edition New Edition
people on the air talking to
(5) Born In The USA Bruce Springsteen
(10) The Time Ice Castle
· them, every station did it.''
where you just don't make
any money, but you get
A program director at
great experience. Eventually
another station will hear
it
starts to build and you
what -we do and say 'I like
make
a little more money.
the way it sounds' .and he
up with a real
You
hook
gets his people to do it.''
good
partner,
or you get a
Adds Mark: ''When we came
real good station and you here a lot of things happened; a lot of people in town
ge~ into bigger markets. Be
Point After Lounge (273-9600)- 11599 East
The Orlando Opera Company will present
willing
to start small and
really listened to us and
Mozart's The Magic Flute, to be sung in Colonial Drive. Open nightly with music by
keep at it."
English, on Friday, January 25 at 8 p.m. and Frontrunner. This weekend, Clearlight
•
Sunday, January 27 at 2 p.m. at the Bob Carr presents ''Reflections of Pink Floyd.'' The
Performing Arts Center. Tickets are $10, Backdoors will perform on January 21 at 9
$20, and $27 .50. Student discounts are p.m. Cheap Trick will perform February 3.
available in some areas.
Call for ticket price information.
Rosie O'Grady's Goodtime Emporium
"Clay and Fiber,"~ exhibition of work by (422-2434)- 129 West Church Street,
George Lowe and Jan Ring of UCF, will be Downtown Orlando. Shows are nightly at
presented January 9-February 8 in the UCF 7:30, 9:30 and 11:45 p.m. with Dixieland
Art Gallery. The gallery is open Monday- music by The Goodtime Jazz Band.
Richard Truett
Friday 8:30-4:30 and is located in the
Editor
•
Park Avenue ( 629-1110)- 4315 North
Humanities and Fine Arts Building, 3rd
floor. George Lowe teaches Ceramics at UCF Orange Blossom Trail. Contemporary music
Jeff Glick
Cheri Milewski
and Jan Ring teaches Fibers and Fabric at Tuesdays and Thursdays-Saturdays.
Art Director
Production Manager
•
Fashion Square (896-2571)-Dune, 2010, The
UCF. Admission is free. For more info call
River, Protoco~ Micki and Maude, and
275-2676.
Confetti is published by The Future, student
Cheyenne Saloon and Opera House Johnny Dangerously
newspaper of The University of Central Florida. Send all
•
Interstate 6 (831-3050)- Tuff Turf, Johnny
(422-2434)- Church Street Statibn,
response to The Future/Confetti, P.O. Box 25000,
Downtown, Orlando. Open nightly With The Dq,ngerously, The Cotton Club, Pinocchio,
University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida 32816
. Starma~ and !f.unaway.
Cheyenne Stampede.
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Disney's Pinocchio is back
BY SUANNE BOEHM

•
•
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Every few years, Walt Disney Productions
re-releases their animated features for a new
generation to see and enjoy. After seven
years, Pinocchio has just been re-released.
• Equipment Sales
• Area's Largest Center
It's not just for kids either, it's great fun for
• Open fi days a week
• First Jump Course
adults
too. Walt Disney, the master of
(square
main
parachutes)
• AcceleratPd Free
animated
films, made sure of that.
Fall Course
Any animated film carrying the name of
Walt Disney is widely accepted as being
World's
known Parachute Center
quality work. Disney made it his pride and
joy to produce the best animation that was
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~II humanly and technically possible. Most peor;
pie living in the Orlando area associate the
Disney name with theme parks, for obvious
reasons. But with the release of Pinocchio,
it's time to remember what made the Disney
A great cut deserves the best care.
Redken®products.
name world famous.
Originally released in 1940, Pinocchio is
based upon the international classic of
childhood literature Written by C. Coilodi in
1881. /ii,nocchio is about the puppet Pinoc·
chio created by the old and kindly wood· ·
. carver Geppetto. As Geppetto finishes his
· Aloma
work on Pinocchio, he wishes that Pinocchio
would become a real boy so that he may have
c(
'°~ KMart I()....
a son.
igJ Blvd.
Geppetto' s wishes are answered when the
CALL 671·HAIR
Univ.
Blue Fairy comes during the night and gives
Mon. Fri. 9-6 Sat. 9·5 Tues. Wed. Thurs. 9.7 · Pinocchio life. But before the Blue Fairy will
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l turn :Pinocchio into a real boy, he must prove

Best

.

813·788·5591

@REDl<EN

•
•

.
•

C")

DON HENLEY
Building The Perfect Beast

BUILDING THE PERFECT BEAST

Movies
himself brave and unselfish. The film continues with Pinocchio's battles agains evil
forces that try to stray him from the straight
and narrow path of goodness.
Pinocchio is full of wonderful characters we '
all know and love from childhood. Jiminy the
Cricket acts as Pinocchio's conscience and
narrator of the film. Then there's Figaro the
Cat and Cleo the Goldfish, an unlikely but
perky twosome that are Geppetto' s companions.
And who could forget villians like evil
Strombolli the puppet master and J .. Worthington Foulfellow, the scheming con artist?
The villian that probably makes the biggest
impression, both figuratively and literally is
Monstro the Whale, who swallows Geppetto
and Pinocchio alive.
Pinocchio is truly magical. Besides having
a great story and fun characters, the anima. tion is superb. Pinocchio is considered among
many critics to be the best animated film ever
made because of its lifelike images.

,.~~----------------~~~~~ALI

Former Eagle Don Henley has built a great album.
It.cont9ins everything from smooth ballads to
·high-power rock. On all levels, music lyrics and
vocals, it works. Henley's backed up 'by some
real heavyw~ights - J. 0. Souther, Randy Newman,
Martha Davis, and others. Featuring the single:
"Boys of Summer" and "Sunset Grill"

Kafta Kabob Dinner

$4.90
with any UCF l.D.

BA BA'S
RESTAURANT

•
General PUBLIC

•

r----------------------1

ALL THE RAGE
Dave Wakeling's and Ranking Roger's new band
General Public, keeps the reggae flair of The
English Beat and adds a 60's "Motown Sound."
Joining Dave and Roger are Stoker and Mickey
Billingnam, Mick Jones, and Howard Panter.
Features the singles: "Tenderness" and "So Hot
You're Cool."

jl

Buy one entree a.nd

get a second eritree
<of equal or lesser value>.

for 1/2. price

l.R.S.

677·4495

THE AWAKENING

fl

Drop the needle on Giuftria's debut album
and you'll be rewarded with melodic hard rock.
It's a great beginnin~ for a band that tackles
each song like theres no tomorrow. Giuffria
consists of Greg Giuffria-vocals,' Craig Goldy. guitar, Allan Krigger-drums, and ChucK Wright·
5ass. Features the single : "Call To The Heart"

One coupon per party.
Please present coupon before
servlceperson totals cheek.
Expires Aug. 31, 1985

.MCA R5CORDS
BRONSKI BEAT
THE AGE OF CONSENT

Cootolno the hlta: SMALLTOWN BOY · WHY?
n AJN"T NECESSARILY SO
I FEEL LOVE /JOHNNY REMEMBER ME

Dinner Hours:
5pm-10pm

Not valid with any other discount
or special .

6574 University Dr.
Orlando, Fl. ·

~----------------------~

AGE OF CONSENT
Branski Beat is the hot act in Europe right
now. Their unique and fluid style of music is
accessible to everyone, and "Age Of Consent"
is bound to be th~ happening scene in New Music.
Jim Somerville provides the high, sweet vocals,
and Larry Steinbachek and Steve Branski support
with synthesizers. Features the single: "Small
Town Boy."

. MCA R5CORDS
CENTERFIELD
The force behind CCR returns, John Fogerty.
On his first project in 10 years, Fogerty takes
the "swamp sound" he made famous and adds
80's technology to produce an album of exceptional merit "Centerfield" is written, produced.
played and sung entirely by John. Features the
single: "Old Man Down The Road."

That's right! Bigger Is not better. What you
want Is the personal service that you get from
our hometown, full service bank.
We believe that our bank can be your best
financial partner. We prove· It every day of the
year. .--"~

Record Bar w•
EJ

156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729

RECORDS, TAPES &-A LITTLE BIT MORE.

OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

EASTCOLONIALDR./MELBOURNESQUARE/LAKESQUAREMALL

CE]

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

MEMBER FDIC

(305) 365·6~11

•
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RICHARD TRUETT

Few drivers ever stop to consider , the
design, conception and endless refining that
goes into the average automobile. No other
country loves and depends on its autos more
than America. In fact, there are over 106.9
million cars operating on American
highways.
·
. Perhaps the most important part of owning
a car is knowing about it. Just about every
car now has a book devoted exclusively to it.
Ford's Mustang has at least a dozen! Several
series of car-oriented books are available
from such places as Waldenbooks and B.
Dalton.
The Editors of Consumer Guide have
assembled an interesting book about the
Chevrolet Corvette. The photography is not
that great; it is fair at best, but its strong
point is the inclusion of rare photos and factory drawings of prototype Corvettes. Under
consideration at one time were·a Corvette station wagon, and a radical fastback model.
The best part of the book, however, is its
attention to details. Just about every option
ever offered, or even considered, is explained
in detail. Another interesting point is that
production ·figures are given as well as
horsepower ratings. This book is a m:ust for
anyone who owns a Corvette or is con-

Each book is loaded with mechanical
and technical information.
templating buying one. Also in the Consumer
Guide series is a book on.the Ford Mustang.
Just about everybody and their brother
have written a Mustang book. Probably the
best in the series is The Ford Mustang by
Jerry Heasley. Another Ford product that
has much written ab~ut it is the Thunderbird.
The Brooklands series offers the most
. variety. No fewer than 154 different . car
models have a book devoted exclusively to
them. Such diverse models as the Nash
Metropolitan and British Leyland's Range
·
Rover are covered. ·

'AUSTANAN'S
t.

REGULAR

BOILED
HAM

PORK SUPER
RIBS . SUBS

• Kitchen Help (all areas)
• Buspeople
• Waitpeople
• Hostpeople
• Bartenders
Days & Evenings

APPLY IN PERSON-

..,.©
~

COOKIN GOOD
PREMIUM

LONGNECK

LEG
QUARTERS

BUD·
WEISER
~r ::ase

naueQ , S>~c.

plus deposit

Located In

1.991b. s) .091b~ 2.99ea. 49¢1b. sl0.99

5

5

FRESH MADE

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE

FRESH

5

1.591b. sl .991b.

WE SELL ONLY
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
MEATS

~~THE
17~0

PORK
CHOPS

OffERiNG: TickniNG foR All AiRliNES

Hwy. 50

• Tours
• Amtrak Ticketing

• Special Interest Group Tours
• Ticket Delivery

• Public Charters

• A Library of over 500 Tour Brochures

•Cruises

• Travel Insurance

• Hotel Reservations
• Car Rentals

• International Visa & Passport
Applications Including Photos

CoMplnE CoMplJTERiud OpERATioN
AllowiNG Us To PRovidE You Wi'rh:
The Best Fare Possible for the Service Requested
Search Capabilities for the Unusual Trip Request
Cost Reduction Programs for Commercial Accounts
Complete Tracking of Frequent Flyer Programs
Monthly Reporting for Commercial Accoonts
C?sh Flow Management Program
Full Telex Services

SOFTWARE, PRINTERS, ACCESSORIES AND SUPPLIES
AT SALE PRICES TO CELEBRATE THE NEW YEAR.
WE SUPPORT APPLE, ATARI, COMMODORE, IBM
PC & IBM PCjr.
. HOURS:
MON.·FRI. 10·7
SATURDAY 10·6

SALE ENDS JAN. 23rd.

894·3304

Discount prices
Knowledgeable staff

...........................................................

I)

•

•
•
•

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL DRAWING
TRIP FOR TWO TO OVIEDO, SPAIN
F~ out the coupon below and return it to·
A.W.O.L. Tuw.t
P.O. Box 612
Ovildo, FL 1210-0612

·

or

D
It ff b
tflc
rop o
Your o e
and browse for your
next dream vacation

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone
Add res
-----

•
•

C ity _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __

Your Nexl Travel Destination
Approxmate Dale of Travel_ - , . -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"'° cl•••GE oa oblicfuio1dl
............................................................
A.W.O.L laud will Klfd y~u i1doa11111ui«>11 u

Drawing will be held Feb. 1st

Herdon Plaza across
· from Fashion Sq. Mall

•

}6~-8811

University Blvd.

NEW YEAR SALE

WEST BROADWAY ST.
OVIEDO, Fl 1276~

OPEN 9 TO 6 - MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10 TO 2 - SATURDAY
CLOSED SUNDAY

99¢1b. sl. 991b.

Austanan's
11039 E. Co(onlal
Orlando
275·9662
Mon. • Sun. ~-8_

COURTYARD"

(Just North of the Oviedo Inn on Highway 426)

CENTrn CUT

FRESH

COLE GROUN PATIO
PORK
SLAW. CHUCK STEAKS STEAKS

99¢1b.

(next to Butler Plaza)
phone 678-0558

·1375 N. Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry

FORMERLY
SUNWAY

MEAT MARKET
COUNTRY STYLE

Bring your high-energy self-starting abilities
to J.J. Muggs· the exciting new full-service
restaurant concept that can't be beat in offering great hamburgers and fries as well as
other tempting foods.
We have openings for:

•
•

CALL A.W.O.L. TodAy
J6~-8811

•

•
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Moore's no dud in 'Micki'
BY BETH CARRAN

..THE HAIR SHOP
·

• Style .C. uf $8.00
. . rec·1s1on

p

.
.
FULL SERVICE SALON

•

'ALKINS WELCOME

10so9 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
'UNION PARK

W

-

-

282·1700
Daily 9·5 &Thurs. Ill a·

!!!!!==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.•

BRAD'S o~'YIn Eoo
· MO,,;..A

365-8558 1516 West Broadway Oviedo, Fl 327 65

,

'75 Monte Carlo $450 dwn $35/wk
'78 Buick Skylark $450 dwn ·$35/wk
'72 Chevelle $350 dwn $35/wk
-No Finance Charge
-No Credit Checks

>

Q
~

Broadcast journalist Rob Salinger is a very
devoted husband - doubly so, due to the fact
that he has not one, but two, wives. Before
you label him a scoundrel and a cad, please
remember that he has only the best of intentions. This is how his story goes:
Robisamanwithaverysimpledream: to
start a family with Micki, his Wife of seven
years. However, Micki, an up and coming attorney with a promising future in politics, is
unwilling to sacrifice her own ambitions on
the altar of motherhood. In fact, she scarcely
has time for a husband - Rob often finds it
necessary to makes "dates" in order to see
her.
During an interview assignment, Rob
· meets Maude, a warm, witty, unconventional
- and undeniably attractive - cellist. Having a
free evening, due to the fact that Micki has
cancelled out ·o n yet another "date'', Rob attends a performance by Maude and a party
afterward. Although he tries to resist the

growing mutual attraction, his fascination
with this vivacious young woman who has no
problem finding time for him wins out.
When Maude informs him that she is pregnant, Rob is both thrilled and horrified. He
agonizes over what action to take, and finally
decides to divorce Micki, whom he still loves,
to marry Maude, whom he loves equally. Just
as the poor fellow is about to confront Micki
with the bad news ~ you guessed it - his wife
has a little surprise of her own: she, too, is
pregnant. Beaming, Micki declares that she
is delighted·, after all, at the prospect of having a family.
As Rob struggles to lead a double (not to
mention exhausting) life, the real hilarity
begins. Every possible complication arises,
not the least of which is his wives' unfortunate choices of doctors who are in practice
together. The bewildered office nurse is determined to get to the bottom of the puzzling
situation. The movie moves along at a quick
pace and Dudley Moore is back in form. ·

SUSAN'S SNOWSKI CLUB

-Instant Financing
. -UCF Discount

$125

Christian Owned c:ind Operated

"gauranteed skiing"

EEK END

Beech-Sugar Mtn. N.C.
Includes round trip, lodging (Winnebago)
Groups from 1 to 100
Leaves 1/25/85 4:00 p.m Returns 1/28/85 6:00 a.m.

331-1211 273-8643

ACTION is the Volu nt eer Agen cy
that bri ngs skil led people together to
solve local problems. There ore p ro·
gra ms like VI STA, the Peace_Corps ,
Ret ired Senior Vo lunt e er Prog ra m,
University Year for ACTION, the Foster
Grandparent Program, a nd others. If
you wo nt mo re i nfo rma tio n , o r if
yo u'd li ke to vol un te·er you r skills,
wri te ACTION , Was hington. D.C 20525 .

AMERICANS AGREE ON

l(JIC)N

PASS CLAST?

Three books written

Earn Over $900 A Month
While Still In School.
Juniors! Seniors! If you're a math, engineering or physical sciences major,
·
you might qualify to get a check for
more than $900 every month.
It's part of the Navy's Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate
Program. And the nearly
$22,000 you. can earn while
still in school is just the
start.
When you successfully
complete your studies and
become a Naval officer, you
receive an additional $6,000
bonus. On top of that you receive a year of graduate-leveftraining yoti can't
get anywhere else at any price.

ESPECIALLY
To teach the CLAST objectives.
GETTING READY FOR THE CLAST, $10.95, 154 pp .
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and
mathematics
·
COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 260 pp.
Thousands of CLAST examples and sample tests.
COMPETENCY IN COLLEGE MATHEMATICS, $18 .95, 495 pp.
Teaches all the CLAST objectives in CLAST format,
notation, and thrust. Especially strong in logic.
Ask in your COLLEGE

·BOOKSTORE NOW!!

H&H Publishing Company, Inc. , 1117 Webb Drive, Clearwater,
FL 33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835.

_Are you going rounds
with your Auto·
lnsuranco Company?

As an officer in today's Nuclear Navy you have a career advantage no civilian
job ·can offer. The Navy operates over balf the nuclear reactors in America.
The early responsibility and unequalled experience you get as a member of
the nuclear propulsion officer team place you among the nation's most
respected professio~als in one of the world's fastest growing fields.

In addition to the professional advantages, as a nuclear-trained officer, after
four years with regular promotions and pay increases you can be earning as
much as $37,400. That's in addition to a full benefits package.

Come See Us! 'We can't be beat!"

Find out more about the u_n ique and rewarding Nuclear Propulsion Officer
Candidate Program. Call or write the Naval Management Programs Office:
4070 Boulevard Center Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32207-2897 ·
1-800-342-7108

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

10408 E. Colonlal Dr.
Across from Winn Dixie
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Be a part of next . year's
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Win a trip to Russia,' cop' tops chart
Ent-e·rtamment
•

BY

RICHARD TRUETT

• Head East Comrades: In the January issue of
Soviet Life magazine. there is an ent ry blank for a
drawing in which the grand prize is an all-expenses
.U
paid trip to the U.S.S.R. The reason: to help the
Russians celebrate the 40th anniversary of the come out of retirement. Fogerty, after a 12-year
Battle Of. Moscow. Soviet Life is an interesting layoff has a smash single on his hands: "The Old
magazine; it offers a look at Russia and its culture. Man Is Down The Road." The album, Centerfield is
It can be found on the third floor of the library. The getting rave reviews. best part is that it is cheap, only nine rubles, er,
• Fade of The Year Award Just a few months
. ago, Boy George O'Dowd and cronies, better
dollars a year.
• Comeback of The Year Awar~: J ohn Fogerty, _ known as Culture Club could do no wrong. Each
who as lead wailer for Creedence Clearwater release glided into the t op ten and the Boy: made
Revival belted out such classics as "Up Around another trip to the bank. However, Culture Club's
The Bend,''. "Lookin' Out My Backdoor," "Bad latest offering Waking Up with The House On Fire
Moon Rising,"and "Who'll Stop The Rain" has isn't exactly burning up the charts. Indeed it is on

the .verge of stiffing. The first single "The War
Song" pooped out somewhere _in the late teens on
the Hot 100. It did not even come close to the top
ten. The second single, "Mistake No.3" is struggling t o make the top forty. Perhaps O' Dowd could
use some make up tips from Bette Midler to get his
career back on track.

• Birdcage Material Dept. Recent headlines at
supermarket checkout stands have always
bordered on the absurd. Well, it looks like in 1985,
several of the tabloids have crossed that border.
Witness the following: "Psychic Tot Floats Mom
In Mid Air," "Diver Attacked By Mermaids,"
"Woman Marries For The 43rd Time," and, my
new all-time favorite, ''Chinese Woman Raped By
Bi~oot. ''

car
from page 4

In the Brooklands
series, Porsche has 13
seperate books on each of its
models, Jaguar has 18, Ferrari and Lotus each have 9.
More common models like the
Datsun Z series and Mazda's
RX-7 each have their own
book.
This series of books is
slightly different than any
other. Included are the
original test drive reports
from magazines like Car and
Driver, Road and Track and
the British publication Car.
David Kellog, Manager of B.
Dalton books located in the
Altamonte Mall can order
titles in this particular series.
Some series of books are not
that easily obtained, t hough.
The Bison series of ~ooks,
which sells for $6. 98 and offers stunning photography, is
usually written by someone
very intimate with the particular model and is usually
found on the bargain table of
B. Dalton. Explains Kellog:
"These books are designed to
sell for a cheap price. I can't
·order this series; our national
· buyers buy these books and
send them to us." There are
only six titles in the Bison
series so far: The Classic MG,
Ferrari, Mercedes, Corvette,
Rolls-Royce and The Classic
Porsche. The photography
alone makes it a bargain at
$6.98.
Motorbooks International
offers an excellent series of
books. Loaded with plenty of
technical information as well
as pointing out each particular model's weak and
strong points, this series offers the original prices for
each model and production
figures. The photography is
mostly from factory sources,
but in most cases, quite interesting. The Complete
Guide To The. Triumph TR-7
and TR-8 for example, tells
everything you could ever
possibly want to know about
this model.
If nothing else, these books
are great gifts. Anyone who
has a passion for a particular
automobile and can only
dream about it will easily enjoy perusing one of these
books until the dream comes
true.
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A

Speaker

for

our Times

-KARL HESS
Available to Classes
.January 22-23 ·

White House Consultant
Newsweek Editor
Chief
Speechwriter
for
Goldwater Presidential
Campaign
.
Gun-Runner
Nixon's Enemy List
Anti-War Protestor
Lecturer

Campus wide lecture
on the Future .·
--Wednesday, Jan. 23
noon SCA

Survivalist
Author

•

Tax Resistor
PAC is funded through the Activities and Services Fees, as allocated by the Student Government of the University of
.
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Student Season ·
Tickets on sale now!
Just $50 f6r .the 10
games. Sign up now
at the SC Main Desk.
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Student Center
PAC Is funded through the Activities and Services Fees, as al localed by the Student Government of the
University of Central Florida '
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